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1 INTRODUCTION 
Power systems are complex dynamical systems. The bulk interconnected power sys­
tem includes a large number of electrical components such as generators, transformers. 
controlUns. and large motors connected via high-voltage transmission lines. Such a huge 
system is subjected to a wide variety of disturbances. .\s a result of some disturbances, 
cascading outages could occur, and the consequence would be very serious. Since dy­
namic security is one of the most important considerations in power system operation. 
uiHlerstanding power system dynamic behavior is vital to the operation of the power 
syst(>m. 
riie present trends in the planning and operation of power systems have greatly 
influencefl the dynamic performance of the system. On the one hand, aperiodic out-of-
ste[^ coiiflitions are less likely to occur due to the rapid operation of protective relays and 
the fast response of controllers. On the other hand, interarea transient oscillations have 
l)een more freciuently ol^served since the modern power systems usually operate under 
S t  resserl conditions. The dynamic beliavior of power systems has become increasingly 
more comple.x and has not been well understood. Hence, enhanced knowledge about 
syst(>m stability and nonlinear dynamics is necessary for reliable operation. In addition, 
an improved understanding could yield substantial economic benefits by allowing secure 
operation closer to the operating limits. 
2  
1.1 Power System Dynamic Performance Analysis 
l^ouor system dynamics deals with the study of the response of a power system during 
the transient period following a disturbance. It primarily concerns the stability of the 
swsteni. There are different types of stability problems such as rotor angle stability, 
(jscillalory stability and voltage stability. In this conte.xt. we refer to the rotor angle 
stabilitN". 
Iraditionally. the rotor angle stability problem is cla.ssified into steady-state stability 
and transient stability according to the impact of disturbances. The following stability-
reflated definitions are recommendefl by an IEEE committee on terms and definitions [I]: 
Disttirbancf in a Power Sijsttm .\ disturbance in a power system is a 
sudden change or a sequence of changes in one or more of the parameters of 
the system, or in one or more of the operating quantities. 
Sriiall Dislurbatict \  small disturbance is a disturbance for which the equa­
tions that describe the dynamics of the power system may be linearized for 
the purjjose of analysis. 
Lriiyr Disturbaticc .\  large disturbance is a disturbance for which the equa-
tions that describe the dynamics of the power system cannot be linearized 
for the purpose of analysis. 
Stffirlij-Stdtc Stabilittj . \  power system is steady-state stable for a partic­
ular steady-state operating condition if. following any small disturbance, it 
reaches a steady-state operating condition which is identical or close to the 
|)re-dist urbarice operating condition. This is aLso known as Small Disturbnncf-
StdbiUhj. 
Trans if. til Stnbilily .\  power system is transiently stable for a particular 
steady-state operating condition and for a particular disturbance if. following 
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that disturbance, it reaches an acceptable steady-state operating condition. 
\ 'arious kinds of techniques have been applied to the study of dynamic performance 
of power systems. Linear techniques are mainly used to analyze the steady-state stability 
problem. I iine-domain simulation and other nonlinear analysis tools are used to deal 
with the trjuisient stability problem. 
1.1.1 Steady-State Stability Analysis 
1 here are two typical forms of instability as the result of small disturbances [2]: 
• Lnic-firqutiicij oscillation is sustained rotor oscillation due to lack of damping 
torque. 
• Apfriodic drift is steady increase in generator rotor angle due to lack of synchro­
nizing torque. 
The small-signal stability problem can be adequately studied by linear techniques, 
riie system equations are linearized around the nominal operating condition. The stabil­
ity of the sNsteni is determined by the eigenvalues of the system matrix. If all eigenvalues 
are locatt^d on the left half comple.x plane, then the system is stai)lc. real eigenvalue 
corresponds to a non-oscillatory mode. .-\n eigenvalue with negative real part represents 
a stable mode. .-\n eigenvalue with positive real part causes aperiodic instability. Com-
[jle.x eigenvalues occur in conjugate pairs, and each pair corresponds to an oscillatory 
mufle: the real [)art provides the damping coefficient and the imaginary part represents 
the freciuency of the oscillation. right eigenvector associated with an eigenvalue pro­
vides the mode shape, i.e. the relative activity of the state variables when the particular 
nuKle is excited. left eigenvector associated with an eigenvalue identifies which combi­
nation of the original state variables displays onl\- that mode. The participation factor 
[-i] is the product of the Ar"* entry of the right eigenvector and the A:''* entry of the 
- I  
left eigenvector. It measures the relative participation of the k' ' '  state variable in the 
/' ' '  mode, and \ ice s'ersa. 
1.1.2 Transient Stability Analysis 
I he transient stability of a nonlinear system can be either determined by step-by-step 
time-domain simulation or by a transient energy function (TEF) method. Due to the 
development of computing techniques, the time simulation approach can now account 
for any degree of cornple.xity in modeling and any size of the system. It provides the 
accurate response of all variables following the disturbance. 
lime-domain simulation methods [2] involve solving a set of coupled differential 
and algebraic equations, which is quite time-consuming, therefore they can not meet 
the recjuirement for on-line applications. The TEF methods [-1] instead determine the 
stability without explicitly solving the differential equations. The TEF methods, based 
on I.ya[)onuv"s second method, evaluate the stability by comparing the energy injected 
to the system during the fault-on period to the maximal energy the post-fault system can 
absorb. .Another advantage of TEF methods is that they can provide useful information 
such as the stability margin. 
1 he time-domain simulation methods and the TEF methods are complimentary in 
their strength and weakness. Thus, the combination of the two methods can take ad­
vantage of the strength of each method. 
1.2 Local Mode, Interarea Mode and Control Mode 
Iransient oscillatory swings are among the conmion stability problems encountered 
by the electric power industry. .-Vlthough the oscillatory phenomena are very compli-
catefl. they can still be observed in the form of fundamental modes of oscillation and 
in terms of nordinear interaction between the fundamental modes. In the analysis and 
o  
control of .system stability, two distinct types of modes are usually recognized. 
• Local rnoclrs or plant mode.^ arc associated with the swinging of units at a generat­
ing station with respect to the rest of the power system. The frequencies of these 
oscillations are typically in the range of O.SIiz to 2.0Hz. 
• hitfrarea modes arc associated with the swinging of a group of machines in one 
[)art of system against groups of machine in other parts. These modes of oscillation 
are influenced by system states belonging to generators in different parts of the 
interconnected system. The frequencies are typically in the range of 0.2Hz to 
0.8Hz [o]. 
I he high initial response excitation systems equipped with power system stabilizers 
are widely used as an effective means of enhancing overall system stability. The con­
trollers introduce new modes called control mode.c into the system. Some of them are 
real modes, some of them are high-frequency oscillatory modes. Poorly tuned controllers 
could also be the source of oscillation in the system. 
.\s important as the linear modal characteristics are the nonlinear interactions among 
the fiuidamental modes, especially those among the poorly damped interarea modes and 
control modes. The nonlinear modal interaction can only be analyzed and e.xamined 
through a nonlinear method, such as the normal forms of vector fields. 
1.3 Method of Normal Forms 
The traditional time simulation method for transient stability assessment does not 
[)rovidc much qualitative information regarding the dynamic performance. The linear 
modal analysis, on the other hand, neglects the nonlinearity in the system and is not 
adequate for analysis of stressed power systems. As an auxiliary tool to the time simu-
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lalion method, the method of normal forms takes advantage of the linear modal analysis 
and deals with the nonlinear modal behavior. 
riie method of normal forms of vector fields [6. 7. S] is a well-known mathematical 
tool for dynamical system analysis. The basic idea is to simplify the nonlinear vector field 
as mnch as possiiile by introducing a sequence of nonlinear coordinate transformations. 
Since it was first presented by Poincare in his dissertation [9|. the method has been 
a[j[)lied to analyze various dynamical systems. 
I he approach of normal forms consist.s of obtaining a Taylor series e.xpansion of the 
nonlinear system dynamics equations around an equilibrium point. The modal behavior 
of the linear part of the series e.vpansion is then analyzed. The results are used to 
determine resonances among the fundamental modes. In normal form theory, a set of 
system modes (.V dimension) is said to be resonant of order r if 
v  . V  
A, = ^ r — ^ niJ 
j=i j=i 
The normal form theorem states that if there is no resonance of order up to r. then all 
nonlinear terms up to order r can be annihilated successively from the vector field using 
a set of nonlinear state space transformations. .\s a result, the system dynamics is linear 
if there is no resonance. Furthermore, the transformed system keeps the original modal 
structure. The terms of the nonlinear transformation provide important information 
regarding the dynamic behavior of the system. 
I.4 Motivation and Objectives of This Work 
Pre\-ious work on the application of the method of normal forms to power systems [10. 
I I .  1 2 .  1 3 .  1 1 .  1 " ) .  1 6 .  1 7 ]  a s s u m e s  t h e  n o n - r e s o n a n c e  c o n d i t i o n  i n  t h e  s y s t e m ,  w h i c h  i s  
usually satisfied at base operating points. However, the system usually operates over a 
wide range of system parameters and conditions, as a result, the structural characteristics 
of tlic system may vary and the modes of oscillation could resonate. Hence, the non-
resonance coiiflition should be carefully e.vamined. The analysis done so far can not be 
ap[)liefl to the resonant case. .Also the structural information over the whole operating 
space instead of at one parameter point is of more interest to the o[)erator. This research 
incorporates the varying parameters into the normal form technique to obtain structural 
iiiRnrnation regarding the dynamic performance of the system. I he method of normal 
forms is e.xtended to account for the resonance condition. I he analytical and physical 
implications of the resonance and near-resonance are explored to investigate structural 
beliavior of the system and analyze the effect on the dynamic performance. .-\ plot of the 
resonance and near-resonance regions in the parameter space is obtained without much 
computational effort and could be useful to the operator. The complete normal form 
analysis is only performed at one point in each near-resonance region. The physical basis 
of the underlying phenomenon is systematically analyzed from the information provided 
by the normal form analysis. 
riie objectives of this research include: 
• Development of a computationally efficient approach to determine the second order 
resonance and near-resonance accounting for parameter variation: 
• Derivation of a new normal form transformation under the second order resonance 
condition: 
• .-Vnalysis of nonlinear modal interactions under the second order resonance and 
near-resonance condition: 
• Correlation of structural information over the whole operating space through a 
systematic approach. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 
I he thesis is organized as follows; The introduction in Chapter I provides a motiva­
tion and objective of the research work as well as a general summary of the technicpies 
used, riic" literature review in Chapter 2 provides a concise record of the source material 
and related lojiics and background infonnation. Chapter :{ presents the power system 
model used in this work. In Chapter -1. the general theory of noriTial forms of vector 
fields is introduced. .Second orde»r normal forms of the power system dynamics are de­
rived in the presence of second-order resonance. Quantified measure of nonlinearity in 
the system based on the normal form transformation is also presented. In Chaptc»r 5. an 
efhcient api)roach to determine second-order resonance and near-resonance is proposed. 
I he computational technic|ues used are discussed. Chapter 6 describes the procedure to 
obtain structural information by studying the near-resonance cases. .Numerical results 
are sliown in Chapter 7 to validate the proposed approach. Chapter 8 presents the con­
clusions and provides some directions for future work. In the appendix, the complete 
power flow data and dynamic data for the test system are presented. 
I )  
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Scwral analytical tools for studying power system dynamic [)erformance have been 
presented in the literature, such as the time-domain simulation methods[2, IS. 19]. the 
1 Kl- methotls [-L 20. 21]. and the eigen-analysis methods [3. o. 22. 23. 2-1. 2o. 2G]. 
I hese methods, despite their advantages in some aspects, are not adequate in analyzing 
the complex nonlinear oscillation phenomena in stressed power systems. For a better 
urulerstanding of the underlying cause of oscillatory instability, many researchers turned 
to noidinear tools. 
Cook and Eskicioglu developed a direct method in [27] for investigating the transient 
stability of power systems, based on the second order appro.ximation of the stability 
Ijoundary by tangent hypersurfaces at certain unstable equilibrium points. Chiang et 
al. [28] develo[)ed the theoretical foundations to characterize the stability boundaries 
of nonlinear dynamic power systems. In [29]. it was proved that the stability boundary 
is princi[)ally composed of {n — I )-dimensional stable manifolds of order n — I unstable 
efpiilibrium points (L'EP). In [30]. a procedure is proposed for computing the quadratic 
appro.ximation of the {n — 1 )-dimensional stable manifold at an order — 1 equilibrium 
[)oinl. 
1 wo references [31. 32] discuss auto-parametric resonances which could be regarded 
as a kind of nonlinear oscillation in power systems. The resonance is analyzed by means 
of the first order .Method of Multiple Scales. In [33]. the authors show that the interarea 
mode phenomena occur as a result of a noidinear interaction of the natural modes of 
oscillation in the system. .As the system operating condition becomes more stressed, the 
1 0  
nonlinear modal interaction is stronger. As a result, the interarea oscillation is more 
likely to occur in stressed systems. Quantified measures of nonlinear modal interactions 
and machine-mode interactions are proposed in [10. II. 12] based on the normal form 
technique. In [10]. second order nonlinear modal interaction obtained via normal forms 
of the system dynamics is used to predict interarea separation. Reference [I-l] discusses 
the elfect of the interaction on control performance and references [12. 13] develop a 
procedure to design controls incorporating the nonlinear information from the normal 
form analysis at a stable operating point. In [1-5]. the normal form techniciue is applied 
to analyze an .-VC/DC system, .\lthough most of the work on the application of normal 
form method is done for a stable operating point, this method does not confine itself 
to analyzing the dynamics around a stable equilibrium. A method to approximate the 
stable manifold of an L'EP using the normal form theory is presented in [16]. Qi [17] 
further develops the method to visualize the stability boundary in high dimensional 
s\-stems and applies the nonlinear modal interaction indices along an unstable trajectory 
passing by the L'EP. 
In [10] - [17] the system dynamic behavior following disturbances has been analyzed 
for one fi.xed nominal operating condition. In practice, the operating condition is always 
changing. Evaluation of system dynamic [)erformance over parameter space is of great 
interest to operators. Little work has been done in this area so far. Reference [3-1] assesses 
the security of operating points in an area of the parameter space. It shows that the 
sustained oscillations result from system parameters moving across the Hopf bifurcation 
related feasibility boundary, i.e. a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues moves across 
the imaginary axis. This feasibility boundary is equivalent to the steady-state stability 
lioundary in parameter space. Sometimes the sustained oscillations are observed under 
operating conditions far away from the steady-state stability boundary, which can not 
be understood through linear techniques. In this work, we evaluate the system dynamic 
performance over the parameter space taking into account the nonlinear behavior of the 
I I  
s \ s t r m .  
I he normal form technique [lOj - [17] is extended to incorporate changing parame­
ters. Resonances or near-resonances among the eigenvalues of the system matrix imply 
liigh iioiilinearities. which may result in sustained oscillatory behavior. Therefore, by 
searching for resonances and near-resonances, unfavorable operating regions are identi-
lied. .Analytical approaches are developed and applied to the resonance/near-resonance 
o[)eratiiig conditions. The modes contributing to the oscillations and the state variables 
displaying the oscillations are foiuid through a systematic approach. New indices are 
dev(>lo[)ed to measure the effect of nonlinear modal interactions on machine state vari­
ables. The structure of the system over a range of operating conditions is characterized 
bv its linear and nonlinear characteristics. 
l - >  
3 POWER SYSTEM MODELS 
The dynamical behavior of the system is governed by the dynamic characteristics of 
llie intli\ idual elements. In this chapter, the model used for the generators, excitation 
controller, loads, and network is presented. 
3.1 Generator Modeling 
I he power system stability problem is largely one of keeping interconnected syn­
chronous machines in synchronism. Thus, the modeling of generators is one of the most 
important tasks in stability analysis. In developing ecjuations of a synchronous machine, 
tlu" following assumptions are made [2]: 
1. 1 he stator windings are sinusoidally distributed along the air-gap as far as the 
mutual effects with the rotor are concerned. 
2. The stator slots cause no appreciable variation of the rotor inductances with rotor 
[josition. 
•}. .Magnetic hysteresis is negligible. 
-1. .Magnetic saturation effects are negligible. 
However, the complete mathematical description of the synchronous machines is still 
too com[)licated to be used directly for system stability study. Different degrees of 
approximations are adopted to simplify the machine model. In this work, we use two 
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kiiuls of geriorator models which are the two-axis model and the classical model (see 
chapter I and -1 of [IS]). W'e assume that in an /^-generator system m generators are 
represente(l by the two-a.\is model and eqiiip[)ed with e.xciters. the remaining n — rii 
generators are presented by the classical model. 
3.1.1 Classical Model 
1 he classical model is ba.sed on the following assumptions [IS]; 
1. .Mechanical power input is constant. 
2. Dam[)irig or a.synchronous power is negligible. 
3. C'onstant-voltage-behind-transient-reactance model for the synchronous machines 
is valid. 
!. riie mechanical rotor angle of a machine coincides with the angle of the voltage 
bc'Iiirid the transient reactance. 
riie ec|uations of motion are given by 
.\/.w, = P.-P,, (3.1) 
S, = u,-, — i  = ni + I. in + 2 n (3.2) 
wliere. 
P  —  P  —  F - C  
'  I  —  ^  n i l  n  
r i  
+ D,jCos{5, -  <!>j)] 
C\j = E.EjBij 
= E.Zr.G',, 
a n d  
internal bus voltage of generator / 
1-1 
A/,: inertia constant of generator / 
P„u'- tiieclianical power input of generator i 
r/„: driving point conductance of node / 
^'ij + jtransfer admittance in the system reduced to tlie internal 
node between generators i and j 
rotor speed of generator i (with respect to a synchronous reference frame) 
synclironous speed 
S,: rotor angle of generator t 
3.1.2 Two-axis Model 
CJeiierators with excitation control are described by the two-a.xis model (see chapter 
I of [18]) in this work. In the two-axis model the transient effects are accounted for and 
the following assumptions are required. 
1 .  I n  t h e  s t a t o r  v o l t a g e  e q u a t i o n s  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  { l u . \  l i n k a g e s  o f  d — q axes are 
negligible compare to the speed voltage terms. 
2.  ^  = 1 P-u.  
The resulting dynamic equations are given ijy 
So, — ~^,ii ~ i •'"v ~ -' 'v,) f '!• () 
=  P - 1 -  +  ( . r ' ^ ,  —  I ' l t f t / t  —  ^ i ( ^ ' i  ~  ^ ' 5 )  ( - 5 . 5 )  
d, - u,', — u,'s i  = 1 . 2  ni (-^-G) 
where. 
E,{. E.^: direct and quadrature a.xes stator E.MFs corresponding to rotor 
transient flux components, respectively 
/,/. the cl and q axes stator currents 
~i0-~70- open-circuit direct and quadrature axes transient time constants 
direct axis synchronous and transient reactances 
quadrature axis synchronous and transient reactances 
Ep-p: stator EMF corresponding to the field voltage 
D: damping coefficient 
3.2 Excitation System Modeling 
The block diagram of the exciter model [3o] is shown in Figure 3.1 and all components 
in this model are static or stationary. The state variables are Efd- The 
dynamic equations are given by 
\viien>. 
Eroi = — Tf—Eroi (•3-') 
'  .ii I  .li 
-V/Ti. = — -i- rf:—\Ti (-J-S) 
'  I Ri 
V  -  ^  r  1 1 V  ^  v  
-^E>i — 1 )Af:i. — —— A£:2, 
'  Bt I Rt  I  Bt  
r • 1 
Vr, 4- RE Ft (3.9) 
Ta-rn.  Tb,  
^ REF - e.xciter reference voltage 
\ r' generator terminal voltage, which can be e.xpressed as 
V7- = V ' T f i + j ^ T U  
=  x ' j f j )  -f- j {  E',{ - -r^ a, ) / = 1 - 2 m  
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REF 
V'T 1 ''EI _ 1+ST^ ^E2 ^FD 
I.STR l + s T g  ITST^ 
Figure .{.1 Static exciter inoflel 
3.3 Network Modeling 
The network is represented classically: quasi state-steady network parameters, con­
stant impedance loads, etc. .Assuming the generator internal reactance to be constant, 
a network representation at the internal generator nodes can be obtained. .-\ network 
consists of -f jB,j. The procedure described in chapter 9 of [IS] yields 
th<' direct and quadrature axes currents for the generators represented in detail. The 
currents for tlie classically represented machines can also be obtained. In this case, for 
the classical generators FJj = 0 and = E = con.<:tarit. Then the generator currents 
are given Ijy 
(•It  = — EB-G{^,J)E.^J\  + ^  Fo+B{Sik)Ek 
J  —I  h—n i - i - l  
rn n 
f- i t  — -t- Fa+B(^,j}E.i j]  + XI F^B-c{S,k)Ek j = l A;=m4-1 
rn n 
Ik = — Fb-g{^, j ) E ^ j ]  -I- ^ Fa+B{^hi)I^i  
j = i 
i  =  1 . 2  r n  
l = rn  +  l  
k\l  = rn -t- 1 n 
(;M0) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
wtiere 
Fg+B (j ) = G,jCO:>(Sij)  -i- B,j .-yin{S,j)  (3.13) 
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Fb - g (S , j  ) = B , j  co.-<(S,j)  — C ' . j .s /•  n  (S,j)  
5, J  = 6,  — 6 J  
3.4 System Equation 
1 he E'C|Ucilioas for individual generators are coupled through the network equations. 
All the differential and algebraic equations in the aFiove sections form the system equa­
tions. .Among them, the ti ecjuations for rotor angles are not independent. Without loss 
of generality, ue select machine I as the reference, then the other n — 1 relative rotor 
angles 6, — <l)i are independent state variables. The total dimension of the system is 
. \  = ~ * m -r {n — tu) * '1 — \ .  
The dynamic equations of the system have the general form 
and f IS an analytic \ector field which maps R. into and is continuously differen-
tiable. I he vector f is made up of seven functions as given below. 
x = f(x) (;}.I6) 
where. 
I:u 
i  = 1 n 
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JI (\ — <!i"i 
/ = •_>. 
/.W 
FDt 
/v.U-VfTj, I 
—J. jr-tf-D. 
I  At i A t  
•"^Eh 
i = I. t i l  
— rp—Afri, 
'  Hi t  H, 
T) Ti 
y?, = A/;. '. 
/ = I. 
. . .  n t  
^ i  n V ^ V 77—1^7^ UAiTi, — 7p—.\t:2i  
I Hi I Ri  I Bi  
Tci . . 1 . 
— Tf. —r^\Ti + Tf—VfiEF, 
I B ,  I  H i  I  B i  
= 1 m 
A point. x,p is called as an equilibrium point if f(x,p) = 0. 
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4 NORMAL FORMS OF VECTOR FIELDS 
1 he method of normal forms of vcctor fields, a well-known mathematical tool for 
dynamical system analysis, has been applied to power systems under the non-resonance 
coiidilion. In this chapter, we will develop the normal form techniqne without the 
assuni[)tion of non-resonance. The analytical solution to the system dynamical equations 
ran be ohlairicd even though there e.vists second order resonance in the system. 
4.1 Introduction to the Theory of Normal Forms of Vector 
Fields 
A [)owerful technique to analyze differential equatiotis consists of transforming them 
into simpler forms. Poincare's theory of normal forms produces such simple forms to 
which a differential equation can be reduced in the neighborhood of an equilibrium point. 
I he reduction to normal forms is realized by means of power series in the deviation 
from t he ec|uilibrium point. We will consider a formal vector-valued power series - • 
in n variables with comple.x coefficients in this section. We assume that the eigenvalues 
of .1 are distinct. 
First we need to define the resonance condition for the eigenvalues, which i.s used in 
Poincare's theorem [-JG]. 
D f j i n i l i o n  The n-tuple A  =  ( A ] . - -  -  . A „ )  of eigenvalues is said to be r e s o -
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nant if among the eigenvalues there exists an integer relation of the form 
=  ( m . A )  
where m  =  { n i i .  n t  i -  •  •  • .  n i n ) .  r n / ;  >  >  2 .  Such a relation is called a 
resonance. XI "'t called the order of the resonance. 
I he following theorem is the fundamental result of Poincare's dissertation. 
Thtortm If the eigenvalues of the matrix .1 are non-resonant, then the 
ecjuation 
X = Ax. H 
can be reduced to a linear equation 
y = ly 
b\' a formal change of variable x  =  y  + ••• (the dots denote series starting 
with terms of degree greater than one). 
Fhe reduction is achieved by successive annihilation of the terms of degree 2. 3. etc. 
on the right-hand side. If the eigenvalues are resonant, then the vector field can not be 
reduced to a linear one. However, we can still obtain the "simplest" form of the vector 
field by the change of variable. 
Consider 
X = . - I x - f - Q ( x ) - f  o d l x y " ^ ' )  ( 4 . 1 )  
where Qlx.) consists of terms of degree r > 2 .  .Make a change of variable of the form 
X = y -r h(y). wliere h(y) is a vector-valued polynomial in y of order r. Then 
y = --ly + Q i y )  -  - •-lh(y)] -l- o(|| y i|^+') (4.2) 
The scpiare brackets contain the Lie bracket of the vector fields .-ly and h ( y ) .  In general, 
the Lie bracket of two vector fields u and v is defined by 
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W 'c cUniotc by L the operator converting a vector field into the Lie bracket of .-ly with 
the given field; 
L..\h = ^.Ay - .lh(y) (-1.4) 
If we can find a h(y) such that Q — A..\h = 0 in (-4.2). then the terms of degree r are 
annihilated. 
The following properties of Lie operator are useful in determining h(y). 
Thtorcrn Let //" denote the vector space for all homogeneous r"' degree 
vector fields on R". 
1. L \  : //" H'^ is a linear map. 
2. If .1 is diagonal, then L a  is also diagonal on //". Its eigenvalues are 
(m.A) — As and the associated eigenvectors are x'^'e, since 
Z..4x'"es = [(m.A) - As]x"'es 
where x'" stands for .r '"' • • - and is the .s"' unit vector in R". 
If there is no resonance, then there exists a unique solution h € //" equation 
Q — /..-ih = 0. If (m.A) = As. then L_.\ is not invertible: therefore Q — Z..4h = Q. where 
Q keeps the resonance terms x"' in Q. 
When applying the method of normal forms, we have to keep in mind the following 
important features [37]: 
1. The transformation is local and near-identity in a neighborhood of a known solu­
tion. For our purpose, the known solution will be an equilibrium point. 
2. For nonlinear dynamical systems, the coordinate transformation will, in general, 
be nonlinear. 
In the ne.xt section, the second-order normal form of the vector field is obtained for 
the equations (3.1G) governing the dynamics of the power system. 
4.2 Normal Form Trausformatiou in Power System Dynamics 
Study 
Consider the vector field (;}.IG). The Taylor's series expansion of (3.16) abont an 
ecjuilibrinni point (EP) is given by 
•r ,  = . l,x + :^x^/7'x -f  fl.O.r. /  =  1.2.  - -  • .  .V (-Lo) 
where 
.1, :  the i''" row of the .Jacobiari matrix .1 = [ d f / d .c\ £ p  
i t '  :  H e s s i a n  m a t r i . x  [ d - f , / d x j d x k ] E p  
I he detail for the derivation of A and H' can be found in [38]. .Assume .4 has distinct 
eigenvalues. Denote by L' the matri.x of the right eigenvectors of .1. The similarity 
transformation x = L'y yields the linear and the 2"' ' order terms of the eciiiivalent 
sN'stem as 
.v v 
U j  =  +  H . O . r .  J = 1,  2.  • • •. .V (-L6) 
t=i1=1 
where 
Aj : eigenvalue of A 
('h : coefficient calculated from H and L' 
K«1 = 7 1 (1.7) 
" p=l 
and r is the matrix of left eigenvectors. In a compact form. (-1.6) is written as 
y = .ly + .li{y) + H.O.T. (4.S) 
lo simplify the second order term •/^(y) by the so called normal form transformation 
y = z + h2(z) (4.9) 
2:{ 
we IUHMI to find a h2 such that ./J(z) = ./^(z) —/!,7h2 takes its "simplest" form. Following 
llu' [jro[)t'[t}• of the Lie operator, we have 
Lj 
0 
0 
0 
0 
—  ( A t  +  A ;  —  A j  
0 
~ k ~ i  
0 
In the aljo\'e equation the non-zero entry is located in the row. 
h2 € 11^ takes the form 
h2(z) = 
Then 
.A(z) -
.V v 
E I k =  I  / =  I  E C'Uz.zi  E E(At + A,-A,)/r2(,c,c, t = i i = \  
(-1.10) 
/i2'(z) y E A.-=l /=1 
E E h-Ki=k=i 
k=l1=1 
(-1.11) 
h-l^ '(z)  
- t=l /=1 
E t[C'u - (A. + A, -  A,)/r2l., A.= I /=! 
If A^. + Xi — Xj 7^ 0. then the term in the j"" entry of the vector field can be 
^ki 
annihilated by choosing 
At + A/ — Aj (4.12) 
•2\ 
Otherwise, the term can not be eliminated from the j ' ' '  row of the vector field. 
Su[>[)ose there is second order resonance in the system given by 
A rii A p ~f- A .J (-1-1-3) 
In practical [)ower systems, the resonance condition is unlikely to be satisfied for three 
com[)lex eigenvalues. In stead. A„, is usually a real eigenvalue, and Ap and A,, could be a 
pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues or two real eigenvalues. Therefore, we assume A,„ 
beiim real in the following analvsis. The normal formal transformation is defined bv 
/'2l, = { k - . I . J )  #  { p . q .  " i  ) .  { q . p .  n i ]  
(-1.14: 
1,2';:, =  / ^ 2 - = o  
I he simplest form of ./^(z) is given by 
0 
•/•.(z)= (c;; + c-)rp--, (-l.lo) 
0 
0 
where" the only non-zero entry appears in the /??' ' '  row. 
1 lierefore. the vector field in c-space is: 
Zj = \ j  Zj + Il .O.T. j  = \ .  • • •  .  m — 1.;?? + I. • • - .  .V 
-m = A„,r,„ + (Cp"^ + c^p)cpr,  + H.O.T. 
If the second order dynamics of the resonant mode m depends only on m itself and 
on tlie two interacting modes p and q that are themselves not resonant, then the solution 
is c-space. neglecting higher order terms, can be written as 
f 
j  = I.  • •  •  .  rn — I. nj -f- 1. • • • .  A' 
(-1.16) 
— -joC 
— -mOC + C™ )rpoC,o'C m f  
(^1.17) 
I ho corrospondiug solutions is ^-space are 
v .%• .V 
, ,  - r J- \  \  /)•>-' I 1 \  /.•>•' -  - /,  + ! 
Uj — -jOf + 2^ 2-^'^-kl~kO~HJ<^ + -^ 2^ 
A.-=l l = \  
irn ' ^p7-pO-'70 
: / l /=I 
/ '-mm(C7-po-7o)''*e'' '""' j  = 1 - "" '  - "2 -  1. m + 1. • • - .  .V (-1-18) 
-P7 ' 7P A = i ; = i  
v .V 
y ,n  — -mOC +  i<^p7  +  <^7p  J - pO- ' /O ' t  +  /  .  7  .  " - h i - kO- l uC  
\ 
1=1 
riic solution in /y-space consists of two parts: the first term represents the 
linear modal response: and rest of the terms in the solution come from the nonlinear 
nioflal interactions between the given mode and the the combinations of any two modes 
(nonlinear modes). The nonlinear interactions decay exponentially if there is no reso­
nance. therefore, we can measure the severity of the nonlinear interaction effect at the 
initial lime. Cnder the resonance condition, some nonlinear modal interactions take the 
form of and /-e--*""'. Thus the effect of these terms does not show up at the 
initial time where t = 0. The effect becomes stronger after certain time interval, .\fter 
reaching the maximum value, they may reduce to zero depending on the sign of the real 
part of the eigenvalue. If A,„ is a poorly damped mode, the ma.ximum value achieved 
during the transients may be very high. Even though the duration may be very short, 
such a behavior is undesirable. 
.•\Lso note that when any of the eigenvalues of /Ij is small, i.e. (ni. A) — Aj is small, 
it follows from (4.14) that at least one of the //"i-coefficients has a small divisor. The 
terms that produce small divisors are called near-resonance terms [39]. The nor­
mal form transformation is local and near-identity. .As a result of near-resonance, the 
neighborhood where the transformation is valid shrinks. 
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4.3 The Quantification of Second Order Nonlinear Modal In­
teraction 
I he presence of the nonlinear modal interaction has strong impact on system per­
formance. Several indices were developed in previous work [10. r2. II] to quantify the 
nonlinear modal interaction under the non-resonance assumption. 
4.3.1 Nonlinear Interaction Index (II) 
Assimiing iio second order resonance, the system in r-space is linear. 
z = ./z (-1-20) 
where. ./ is a comple.x. diagonal .V x .V matrix. Equation (-1.20) is solved as 
r,(/) = ;=I.2.---..V (-1.21) 
where Z j q  is the initial value. 
I he corresponding solution o [  t j j  according to the normal form transformation (1.9) 
is 
!/ j in = =jo£' ' '  + H j  — 1.2. • • • , .\ (-1-22) 
k=l1=1 
1 he right-haiifl side of (4.22) contains influences of the nonlinearity in both terms: In 
Zju' the nonlinear coordinate transformation (-1.9) is reflected only in the initial value, 
in the second term the second order correction of the solution due to nonlinear modal 
int(>raction is represented. On the other hand, the linear system in {/-space is 
y = ./y (4.2:5) 
with solution 
JJjin = .'Jjoe'"' '  1.2.---..V (4.24) 
which corrcspotids to the linearization for the original system alone. The comparison of 
(1.21). (1.22). and (-1.2-1) yield various indices. 
Coinparing (-1.21) and (-1.2-1). we can assess the influence of the nonlinear effect on 
the inilial \alue i)v considering 
|/yj(0 --j(0| = L'/jo --^o|cy = i .2. - - - . . v  (-1.25) 
or simply 
- - j o i  
because the entire solution just scales this initial distance with c'^' ' . Hence if (.-I) is 
large, the iiotdinear influence on the initial value is large. To this term which represents 
the fliffereiice in the linear part of the appro.ximate solution and the linear solution, we 
add the second order terms to capture the effect of the nonlinearities. Hence, we obtain 
.V .V 
i l j jo — -jo) + ^  ^  (:=l 1=1 
7 = 1.2.---..V (-1.2C) 
1 he expression (-1.26) is unwieldy for fast computation in large systems, so we consider 
oiil\- the largest term /'2^.;rto-/o and assume that all other terms are small compared to 
the largest one. The corresponding inde.x is 
=  K / y ^ o  —  ~ j q )  + nia.x/2 2(.,r^.oC/o| ( 'l--~) 
where rnaXj;...///2{.;Cto~/o is the complex form when ma.xt./ \h2-[.iZi;o~H)\ occurs. 
This is called "nonlinear interaction inde.x" and identifies the dominant modal inter­
act ion. 
If there is near-resonance, the h'l coefficient corresponding to the near-resonance term 
is large due to Ap + A,, — is small. .-Vs a result, the II index for the near-resonant mode 
ni is large. Basically, the near-resonance among the eigenvalues implies high nonlinear 
moflal interaction in the svstem. 
2S 
4.3.2 Nonlinearity Index (12) 
Similarly, the relative amount of the second order nonlinearity at mode j  can be 
expressefl by the relative size of (4.21) and (-1.22). 
*i)' 
j  = (-1.2S) . ' j j in 
= A t )  
+ el, Ei, V + 'M). 
-jOt 
If we take the same approximation as before, then it leads to 
~ ~ M )  
1 + maxi-,/ h'l i iZkQ=io 
- j Q  < 1 + 
max;../ /i '2ii~ko~ 10 
~ j O  
J = -..\ (-1.29) 
From this equation we introduce the "nonlinearity inde.x" 12 which is defined as 
maxt./ 
I-2U) = 
- j Q  J  
= L2.--..V (4.30) 
riie noidinearity index is a measure of the relative size of the nonlinearity in the 
initial value and represents the normalized severity of nonlinear interaction. 
4.3.3 Second Order Interaction Coefficients 
riie second order interaction coefficient for mode j  is defined as 
|/22l.,r,.oC/o| (l.- 'il) 
as it appears in (-1.30). It measures the interaction between mode j  and the combination 
of modes k and /. 
If there is near-resonance, the interaction coefficient |/r2pi^rpo-^7oj is^ large. Thus, the 
nonlinear modal interaction between mode rii and modes (/>.</) are very high due to the 
near-resonance. 
4.4 Nonlinear Participation Factors 
4.4.1 Linear Participation Factors 
Linear participation factors arc a well-known tool to identify mode-machine interac­
tions [.'5], To unflerstand their derivation, we first need to interpret the meaning of the 
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right aiul left eigenvectors. The solution to a linear system 
X = -Ax (-l.;}2) 
can Ije expressed as 
X = f""xo 
=  r f ^ ' l x o  
where [ '  =  [ui. Uj. - - - . u.vj the matrix of right eigenvectors u,. \ = ' ' '  • ^ v] 
is tlie rnatri.x of left eigenvectors v,. and J is the Jordan form of .4. I he eigenvectors 
are not uiiiciue. and one can normalize them so that 
r = r-' = r'^ (4.;M) 
If tlie initial state Xo points in the direction of u,. it follows from the orthogonality 
of I t hat 
X  = u,( l .-'Jo) 
We see tliat x(/) will always continue in the direction of u, and only mode i is excited. 
In this sense. is said to give the mode shape [2], which provides the relative activity 
of the state variables when a particular mode is excited. 
On the otht^r hand. is a scalar e.xclusively associated with the /' ' '  natural mode. 
Thus. V, identifies which combination of the original state variables displays only the /' '* 
mod<'. 
The [participation factor pk, represents a measure of the participation of the A:'' '  
machine slate in the trajectory of the mode. It is given by 
Pk-i = "t. X a-, (-1.36) 
Since measures the activity of u\- in the mode and ft-, weighs the contribution 
of this activity to the mode, the product p^, measures the net participation. The effect 
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of multiplying the elements of both the right and left eigenvectors is also to make it 
dinuMisionless. The participation factors have been used to determine the site of the 
control, and to classify modes of the system into different groups such as interarea 
modes, control modes, and local plant modes. 
4.4.2 Nonlinear Participation Factors 
III [;}] it was observed that when Xo = et (the unit vector in R-^ ). the solution to 
(-l.."}2) for -r;- is 
1=1 
riie same concept can be e.xtended to include second order terms through the normal 
form technique [11]. The approximate second order, inverse normal form transformation 
for any initial condition is given by 
v .v 
- j O  =  U j o  —  i J k o f J i Q  ( - 1 - - J S )  
t=i1=1 
When the unit initial condition Xo = et is applied, the initial condition in (/-space is 
Ujo = ^'jk (4.:}9) 
[ 'he initial condition in r-space. using (4..3S). is 
.\ v 
=jO = i' jk - X] (4.40) 
p=I 7=1 
1 he solution for the fc"^ machine state variable can be written as 
.V 
1 = 1 
.V .V 
53 + ^'-pkk]{^'qk +  ^ ' '2, ,kk)^^'^ ' '^ '^ ' '^ '  (-i-' 'i) 
p=i '1=1 
where.  
.V .v 
p=l 7=1 
A' 
«2fcp7 = 
J = 1 
;u 
( sing the same approach as in the linear case, one can define second-order partici­
pation factors according to 
1 = 1  p = l  7 = 1  
where. 
p2k, = • +'•2,A:A-) 
I here are two types of second-order participation factors, //it, represents the second 
order [participation of the k'^ machine state in the linear mode. These factors can 
he thought of as providing second order corrections to the linear participation factor 
information, .\ctually the linear participation factor is one term in the e.xpression for 
/)ii,. The second type of the participation factor p'lkp<t represents the second order 
participation of the machine state in the nonlinear mode formed by the combination 
of  modes  p  and  q .  
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5 PROPOSED PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE SECOND 
ORDER RESONANCE AND NEAR-RESONANCE 
I Iu> analytical discussion in the previous section shows that under resonance or 
near-resonance condition, the nonlinearity is higli. which may have adverse impact on 
the system dynamic performance. It is of great interest to sec under what operating con­
ditions second order resonances and near-resonances among eigenvalues could happen. 
[Mocedure to identify the second order resonances and near-resonances in parameter 
spacc- is derived in this chapter. 
5.1 Determination of Critical Modes 
I'or large power systems, it is almost impossible to exhaust all combinations of three 
modes in the resonance. Since only poorly damped interarea modes and control modes 
are of primary concern to the analysis of the system, we restrict the search for resonances 
and near-resonances to these modes. The procedure to determine the critical inertial 
modes and control modes [12] is briefly introduced here. 
1. Develo[) the system ecjuations at the post disturbance stable ecjuilibrium point, 
conduct the disturbance simulation, perform the eigenanalysis and the normal 
form calculations. 
2 .  Identify the poorly damped inertial modes by e.xamining the damping coefficients 
and linear participation factors: identify the control modes using the linear partic-
i[)atioii factors. 
•1. ( 'alculat<> tho nonlinear interaction index /I. and among the poorly damped modes, 
identify those with the highest index /I as tlie critical modes. The nonlinear partic­
ipation factors are used to distinguish the interarea modes and local plant modes: 
if the state variables participating in the mode ijelong to generators in different 
[)arts of the system, the mode is interarea: if the state variables participating in 
till '  mofle belong to generators at one station, the mode is local. 
5.2 Determination of Resonance and Near-Resonance 
The resoruuice and ncar-resonance conditions only involve the eigenvalues of the 
•Jacobian matrix. If ue know how the eigenvalues change over the parameter space, wc 
can determine the resonance and near-resonance by examining the minimum value of 
-r A; — Ajl in the operating region. 
5.2.1 Estimation of Eigenvalues over the Parameter Space 
We now consider the system (-J. 16) depending on parameter vector i/ of operating 
conditions; .r = f{.r.ri). We assume that /(x,//) is C'^ in rj. in addition to analyticity in 
./•. riien the o[jerating point (EP) x{rf) depends in a C'^-way on //. as does the .Jacobian 
.l(^/) at ./•(//). and the eigenvalues A,(;/) of A{ii). Therefore, we could use a second 
order [)olynomial to approximate the dependency of the eigenvalues on the operating 
parameters as 
= Rt{X,{ri)) = cflo. + '  = 1. 2, • • - ,  -V 
'  . . .  
>x;,(//) = :sm{X,{q)} = Cfo, -f cf,,// -|- rf C^.t] / = 1,2, • • • ,  .V 
where 
//: /^-dimensional i)arameter variation vector 
c/vo, and r/u,: scalar constants 
cnu 'Hid C/i,: {)  X 1 vectors 
C/iji Hiid ('i2i- p '•< p iipper-triangiilar coefficient matrices 
[ he coefficients are determined by a cvirve fitting teclinique. Suppose we are fitting 
ciala points T/ )quadj = 1. • • • .  s to the above model (o.l). We get a set of linear 
(•c|uations for Cri, and Crzi and rearrange the equations as: 
. \x = b (0.2) 
\v .here 
.1 = 
X = 
b = 
.(') 
' /l 
.(•J) 
' /I 
I 'A (^) 
^ /fOi ^ R\t\  
T, 
( D -  ( I )  ( I )  
n\ 'I  I 'h  
(^)- (-2) Ci) 
' /i n\ rh 
U\ 71 Hi ' /i Hp 
R l t p  R 2 i l 2  ' P  
r 
Cr2i Ip Cr> R'lipp 
.1 is an .s X t matrix with .s > I. In general, no solution exists for the over-determined 
system (o.'J). Instead, the linear least sc|uare problem is formed to find a vector in R' 
which minimizes the scalar function of x given by 
r Ii2 = ll b - --ix \ \2= (b - •-lx)^(b -  .Ax) 
I he minimization problem always has a solution. The solution is unique if and only if 
.1 has linearly independent columns, i.e. tiic nullity of .1 denoted by r(.-l) is zero. If 
r(.l) 0. then tliere exists a unique solution of the linear least square prolilem having 
minimiun /^j-norm. The latter situation is unlikely to occur in our problem, therefore we 
always assume that c(.-l) = 0. The solution to the minimization problem satisfies the 
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riorinal ("quatioiis 
(5.4) 
If r(.-l) = 0. then is positive definite and the unique solution x of the linear least 
scjuare problem is given by 
X = (5.5) 
( sually >> t. so in forming the normal equations we compress the problem into a 
smaller / x I system which can be solved by any of the standard techniciues for linear 
e c i u a t i o n s .  f o r  e . x ' a m p l e ,  i [  p  =  2  t h e n  /  =  6  a n d  t h e  n o r m a l  s y s t e m  i s  6 x 6 .  
In principle, we need to solve the normal equations for all the eigenvalues (real parts 
and imaginary parts separately). However, among a large number of eigenvalues only the 
poorly-damped inertial modes and control modes arc of interest to us. .After conducting 
the com[)lete normal form anah sis at the nominal operating point, we can identify such 
inertial and control modes together with the combination of the modes interacting with 
lluMii. The curve-fitting technique is applied only to those modes. 
Another practical issue that concerns us is that the model is used to fjredict near-
resonances and resonances in the parameter space. Even though (5.1) fits well for indi­
vidual eigenvalue, the error accumulates when we calculate A^. -f- A/ — \j. Two techniques 
are developed to improve the estimation of A^. -f A; — A^: 
• .Apply the curve fitting technique in a small region in parameter space. 
• .Apply the curve fitting technique directly to A^. -f A/ — Xj. 
1 he details of the implementation are incorporated in the procedure in Section 5.2,-"3. 
5.2.2 Solving the minimization problem 
To determine the resonance and near-resonance in the parameter space, we simply 
find the mininumi value of |At + A; — A^ |  that interests us. If the minimum value is zero. 
;}6 
w o  say there is resonance among niocle j  and modes k  and /: if the niininuim value is a 
small [positive number, we say there is near-resonance among mode j and modes k and 
/. 
1 he minimization problem is formulated as: 
rnin |At + A, -  AJ (r/) ( 0 . 6 )  
Re(A,(//))<0 
mtn  ^  ^  r / i ax  *  i  . 1  n .  < n i < n ,  •  /  =  i . 2 .  • • • . / j  
Substituting the second order polynomial expression, we get a general form of the 
problem: 
m i l l  f ( i f )  =  (co + c [ i {  4- i f C y i j ) '  + (f/o -!- df A/ + D , / ] ) '  (5-~) 
S i i ' l )  =  fo< +  + ' i ^ E y . ' l  <0 / = I .  • •  • .  .V 
' /f"" < '/• <'/r". / = 1.2.-•-./> 
where 
Co. f/y. scalar constants 
Ci- dj. Ci;: p X  I vectors 
C'j. D'. /^j,: p X p matrices 
[he optimum of the constrained minimization problem (o.7) is ol)taincd by solving 
the Kulin-1 ucker (KT) equations. I he K1 equations are necessary conditions for a local 
mininuiiii. If the proi^lem is a so-called convex programming problem, that is. /{rj) and 
<7 ,(a/) are convex functions, then the KT equations are both necessary and sufficient for 
a global solution point. 
5.2.2.1 Convexity of the Optimization Problem 
First note that the inequalities 
'/r"" / = 1.2. 
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(lefino a coiivcx set S C R''. The problem (5.7) is solved over S. 
(jA . 'l) ill the iiiec[uality constraints takes the form of quadratic function. If Ey is 
[Hjsil ive-semidefii i i te.  then (/ ,( ' / )  is  conve.x over S. 
riie objective function is a fourth order polynomial. In order to determine the 
convexity, we need to calculate the He.ssian inatri.K V"/(^/): 
/ /  = V"/(  / /)  =  2(ci  4- _); /)(ci  -f  2C + -l(co + c- i-  j / / j  -f-
-(d 1 + -D 2 A/)(d 1 +2+ //^D ) t f )D i  (5.8) 
If // is positive-semidefinite for all i j  6 S. then /  is convex over S. Two terms. 2(01 + 
2("_>a/)(ci ^rid 2(di +2Dj//)(di + '2D>ii)^. in the e.xpression for H arc positive-
semidefinite. Therefore, if C'j and Di are positive-semidefinite and cq + c{t]  + C>n > 0, 
f/o -I- df;/ -f- rj^D >rj > 0 over S. then H is positive-semidefinite. However, there are many 
other situations sucii that // is positive-semidefinite and verifying the conve.xity of /  
over is not trivial. E.xamples from the .scalar case where // is a scalar are presented 
here to i l lustrate that  /  may or may not be conve.x on S. 
In the scalar case, we have 
/ /  = 2(ri  + '2c2r])-  -f  - l (fu + Citj  + c>// ' )cj  - r  
' l(cl\  - i-  2f / j / / )"  -f-  4(( /o f lI 'I  + + 
= 12(c.j -j- -f- 12(ciC2 "i" dycly)!} -f- 4(c(jC2 -i- (lod>) -h 2(ci dI) 
II is a c|uarlratic function of // and the coefficient of the quadratic term is non-negative. 
Define 
-A = [12(ric> did>)\~ —1 x r2(c.] -f d^) x [-l(coC2 -I- + 2(ci -f d i )] 
If A < 0. then // > 0 for all G /? cincl f is conve.x. 
f - . ' x a m p l c  I  If Co = Ci = r/y = r/i = 0. > 0 and r/a > 0. then /  = + '  
is convex since 
H = 12(c.] +C/.3)A/- > 0 
If A > 0. then // > 0 on intcr\'als ( —dc.;/ i] U [//•_>. x). where 
— r2(ci C2 -r (lid,) — \/A 
"  2 - 1 ( 4  + 4 )  
—  I 2 ( f i c j  +  ( l i d > )  +  v / A  
" 24(C3 
If S C  (  — U  [II2-  3c). then /  is convex on .5; otherwise. /  is noncotive.x on S. 
f  ' j -arripU J If cq = do = 0. Cj = f/j = — I. c> = d-,  — 1. and <5 = [—2.2]. 
tlien /  = 2(//* — //)" is not conve.x on S since 
/ /  = '2-[rj{r/  — I) < 0 for // G (0. I) C  iS 
i ' .xcunplf  S If Co = f/o = 0. ci = f/i = — I. c,  = di = I. and S = [2.3]. then 
/ = 2(ij- — t})- is convex on S since 
// = 2-l//(// — I) > 0 for // € »S 
5.2.2.2 Kuhn-Tucker Equations 
/ \  ulin- Tttckc r  C'oridif iott .s .  Let //* l)e a local minimum point for the [)rol)lem 
nil" f(rj} 
g ( 7 ) < 0  
and sui)[)osc ;/ '  is a regular point for the constraints. Then there is a vector 
fi  G R'" with ft ,  >0 such that 
^/('/•) + ^ g('/*)/' = 0 (o.9) 
(/'•g('/')) = 0 (o-lO) 
:}9 
The first equation (lcscrii)os a canceling of the gradients ijetween the objective function 
and the active constraints at tlie sohition point. For the constraints that are not active. 
lh(» Las^range niultiijliers are set to zero by the second ec|uation. .Note that tlie bound 
constraints in (5.7) are expre's.sed as inequality constraints here and total number of the 
iiief|iiality constraints is denoted by m in this section. 
riie solution of the I\T equations forms the basis to many nonlinear programming 
algorithms. These algorithms attempt to compute directly the Lagrange multipliers. 
Constrained quasi-Xewton methods arc used to guarantee superlinear convergence by ac­
cumulating second order information regarding the KT equations using a quasi-Xewton 
updating procedure. These methods arc conmionly referred to as sequential quadratic 
programming (.SQP) methods since a quadratic progranmiing (QP) sub-problem is solved 
at each major iteration. 
riu^ SQP methods involve the basic iteration 
f/t+i = i}k + ndk (5.11) 
where is the step size factor and d^- solves the QP sub-problem 
mi n 11 td + V/( f/) '^d (5.12) 
d 2. 
S . l .  v^,(r/)^d-f </,(r/A.) < 0 (5.13) 
1 he QP sub-[)roblem is solved by an active set strategy. The solution procedure 
involves two phases: the first pha.se involves the calculation of a feasible point, the 
second phase involves the generation of an iterative sequence of feasible points that 
converge to the solution. The details of the algorithm can be found in [-10]. 
I he step length |)aranieter is determined by a line search procedure so that a 
sufficient decrea.se in a merit function is obtained [41]. 
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5.2.2.3 Implementation 
T IH" niiiiiinization problem (5.7) is solved using the Matlab Optimization Toolbox, 
where the above SQP algorithm is used. The convexity condition is not tested for the 
follou'ing reasons: 
• lo verify the convexity of the objective function in the whole operating space is 
not trivial. 
• The local minimum, as well as the global minimum, is of interest to system oper­
ators and analysts. 
• The solution can be justified by a priori knowledge on the system. 
Since only poorly-damped modes are likely to move across the imaginary a.xis on the 
complex plane, the inequality constraints in (o.6) can be reduced to 
.f?e(A,(A/)) <0 / € the set of poorly-damped inertial modes (5.14) 
5.2.3 Procedure 
I he procedure to identify the near-resonance and resonance regions is summarized 
as follows; 
1. Obtain the nominal operating point and perform the normal form analysis to 
determine the critical inertial modes and control modes. For each of these modes, 
hnd the combination of the modes with the largest interaction coefficient. 
1. Calculate .4 and its eigenvalues at various points in a grid of the possible ojjerating 
region. 
Determine the coefficients in Equation (-5.1) for all poorly-damped modes identified 
in Step I. 
A\ 
I. Calculate A^. + A/ — A^ at each point on the grid of the operating region, where 
mode j is a critical inertial or control mode, and the combination of modes h and 
I interacts with mode j strongly, as identified in Step I. 
j. A[)[)ly the curve fitting technique and determine the coefficients in the second order 
polynomials for At + A/ — A^. 
Solve the minimization problems: 
niin jAt 4-A, -  A^j (/y) 
>./. f?f (A,(//)) <0 / G the set of poorly-damped inertial modes 
rrun ^ ^ m'-iT • i .•» 
' / ,  < 'I-  < 'h • I = I.  2.  - - .p 
Possible near-resonances are identified by 
t u  i n  I  A t  +  A /  -  A j l  ( / / )  
< c ,  ( 0 . 1 6 )  
+ A/0 — Ajol 
where A^o-A^o- and A/o denote the eigenvalues at the nominal operating point and 
ci is a small positive number. Possible resonances are identified by 
min \\ f;  + \ i  — Xj\{ri)  = 0 (o-l~) 
Obtain the near-resonance region in the parameter space as 
I^A,- -i- A/ — Aj 1 (J/) 
n i / t i  I  A t  +  X i  -  X j \  
and the resonance region as 
< £> (o.lS) 
|At4-A,-AJ(,/) = 0 (5.19) 
where S) is a small positive number. 
If the rosonancc or near-resonance is among poorly-damped inertial modes and 
control modes, and the corresponding resonance/near-resonancc region spreads 
over a small area in the whole operating region, then zoom into a smaller area 
enclosing the resonance/near-resonance region and repeat Step 2 to Step 8 in the 
smaller area to get a better estimation of the resonance/near-resonance region: 
otherwise, stop. 
i:{ 
6 PROPOSED PROCEDURE TO STUDY THE 
NEAR-RESONANCE 
( IH1(M- tlio ncar-resoriance condition, the nonlinear modal interactions in the system 
are very strong although the second-order terms in the Taylor s expansion of the vector 
fiehl can still he annihilated by a nonlinear coordinaie transformation. It is more likely 
to occur than thee.xact resonance. .-Vlso. around each resonance region in the parameter 
s[)ace. there is a near-resonance region. Therefore, a systematic approach to analyze the 
near-resonance is necessary for understanding the dynamic performance of the system. 
6.1 Correlation of Near-Resonance and Dynamic Performance 
I he near-resonance occurs when -f- A/ — is small, i.e. Aj % A^. + A/. .As a 
result. h'2j.i is large and it contributes to the interaction coefficient Hence, 
the corresponding nonlinear interaction inde.x /I and nonlinearity inde.x f'2 are quite 
large, indicating strong nonlinear modal interaction in the system. .Also a large 
implies large nonlinear terms in the solution //(/). -As a result, the time evolution of the 
state \ariables will show large amplitudes, and hence possible detrimental behavior. 
.Assume that t lie modes involved in the near-resonance consist of both control modes 
aiifl critical inertial modes. The critical inertial modes, which are the main source 
of sustained oscillation in the system, reinforce the oscillation on the control modes 
through the high nonlinear modal interaction. The oscillation then can be observed on 
local control states participating in the control modes. .At the same time, the control 
-I-l 
modes impose influence on remote machine states since they interact with other inertial 
modes in the system. Thus, the effect of near-resonance is e.vpanded over a wide range 
of tiie syst<nn by the nonlinear modal interactions. 
Over a near-resonance region, we olxserve the same dominant modal interactions due 
to the contimiity of the system. .-\.s the system moves from the nominal operating point 
toward the near-resonance region in the parameter space, the change of the dynamic 
res[)onse of the s\stem is gradual and contimious. Therefore, the normal form analysis 
is performed only at one point in each near-resonance region. The conclusion drawn at 
one [)oint is common to all points in that region. 
6.2 Procedure to Find State Variables with Poor Performance 
Although all the state variables and modes are more or less affected by the large near-
resonance terms, the severity of the influence differs from mode to mode. The higher the 
nonlinear interaction with the resonant modes, the stronger the effect. The interaction 
coefficients are used to identify the modes interacting most strongly with the resonant 
modes. Among them, the control modes usually impose a close and strong impact 
on other inertial modes through nonlinear modal interactioti. Those inertial modes, 
interacting indirectly with the resonant modes, are also important to the analysis. 
.\l an o[)eratitig point in tiie near-re.sonance region, the following procedure is applied 
to fiiifl the vulnerable states in the system; 
1. P<Mform normal form analysis and check for the near-resonance condition between 
the resonant modes. 
'2 .  Sort all modes interacting dominantlv with the near-resonant modes in the de­
scending order of interaction coefficients ma.x hOJ -  -
•{. I se tho participation factors to pick out tiic control modes in the above list. Find 
all modes that have dominant nonlinear interaction with those control modes and 
near- resonant modes. Insert the modes into the list in Step 2. 
1. For each mode with an interaction coefficient greater than a preselected cut-off 
value on the top of the list in Step use the participation factors to obtain the 
states where poor performance will be observed. 
6.3 Quantification of the Effect of Modal Interactions on Ma­
chines States 
The modal interaction coefficients are used to identify the dominant modal inter­
actions in the system. In general, the value of the interaction coefficients can not be 
compared among different operating conditions. M any factors contribute to the differ­
ence among different eases, such as Xq. A and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and //. 
.Among them, two kinds of influence should be distinguished: .ro is the effect of the fault 
on the system: the other parts. A and H. represents the structural characteristics of the 
post-fault system. To separate the fault effect from the latter, we apply the unit vector 
initial condition to the post-fault system. 
We assume the initial vector Xo to be the k''" unit vector in . Then .ft(0 can 
be solved by using the normal form transformation and inverse transformation as it was 
done for tleriving the nonlinear participation factors [11]: 
.V .v .V 
(6.1) 
1=1 p=l7=1 
where. 
.V .V 
(6 .2)  
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that consists of linear participation of state k in mode i  and nonlinear partic­
ipat ion due to  the nonl inear  interact ion between mode i  and combinat ion of  modes p  ^  
<1-
Assume that the term in p'l^i caused by the nonlinear modal interaction between 
mode / and the combination of modes .s and t are so dominant that other nonlinear 
terms can i)e neglected, i.e. 
p' lk ,  ^  (G.-'i) 
.-\t lime / = U. we have 
v v v 
I = XA..(0) SS ^ //it, + ^  pUp, ,  (6.-1 ) 
t=l p—l -;=l 
If A, and A,j.i are a pair of comple.x conjugate eigenvalues, then //it, = P'-];,+x-
Therefore, oidy the real part of //2t, contributes to .t-i;(0). The real part of the first term 
in [iikti'tk) is tHe portion of the initial value -^^.(0) that is e.x'cited by the linear 
mode /. The real part of the second term in Re{ukJi'l'^^Cski^tk) is the portion of the 
initial value that is exxited by the combination of modes and t  through its interaction 
with mode /. The contribution of mode i and the combination of modes .>< and I to xt(/) 
scales these values at / = 0 with The effect of c''*' is considered separately as the 
linear characteristics of the system. Hence the values of Rt( iikti-'ik) find Rf (iif^.,h'2'^iVsk<^'tk) 
are used to assess the effect of the linear mode and the nonlinear modal interaction on 
state / respectively. The indices representing the relative size of the effect are defined as 
l .vJin{k)  = —— ^ (6.o) 
, \ te(uk, l i2 '^ iL-skr ,k)  fxMori l in{k)  = —— — (6.6) 
The subscript (ref) is any operating condition that is fully studied and well understood. 
IxJin compares the linear participation of mode i in state k with respect to the value 
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in the reference case, and Ix^ionl in  compares the effect of nonlinear modal interaction 
on state k with respect to the value in the reference case. 
I he linear structure of the system is determined by both fx  J in  and A,. The severity 
of nonlinear modal interaction is represented by Ixjionlin. The overall structure of the 
system is characterized bv both the linear and the noidinear characteristics. 
IS 
7 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
7.1 The Test System 
I Ik' oO-geriorator. 1-|.5-I)us system is used to provide the numerical results. 
I his system demonstrates a wide range of dynamic characteristics at different loading 
levels [-12]. Figure 7.1 shows the study area of interest of the .system. 
Here six machines at Buses 93. 104. 105. lOG. 110. and 111 are modeled by the two-
a.xis moflel [18] with e.xciters. and the others are represented by the classical model [18]. 
riie com[)lcte dynamic machine data can be found in .Appendi.x .A and the e.xcitcr data 
are given below in lable 7.1. 
1 10 
#5 
93 
104 
#2 #6 
Figure 7.1 The study area of the 50-generator system 
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Table 7.1 -oO-gcnerator system e.xciter data 
Bus # /v., TA Tb Tc Tr 
9.} 120 0.020 10.0 1.0 0.01 S.cS9 -2.0 
10-1 200 0.015 10.0 1.0 0.01 8.86 -7.0 
105 50 0.-16S 10.0 1.0 0.01 7..3S -0.0 
106 50 0.-168 lO.O 1.0 0.01 7.38 -0.0 
110 120 0.020 lO.O 1.0 0.01 8.89 -2.0 
III 200 0.015 10.0 1.0 0.01 8.86 -7.0 
7.2 Normal Form Analysis at the Nominal Operating Point: 
Base Case I 
riie complete power flow bus data at the nominal operating point is given in .Ap-
l)eudix B. The power flow data for the six buses where the generators are modeled by 
the two-axis model for dynamic analysis are shown in Table 7.2. 
.\ three-phase stub fault is applied at Bus 7 and cleared at O.IOS second. .-Vmong all 
the poorly damped inertial modes, mode 95 is the one with the highest |.(/o| and /I. thus 
it is identified as the critical inertial mode (Table 7.3). 
Fable 7.2 Power flow data for the si.x buses: ba.se ca.se I 
Bus |Vi P\oad Q lod' i  p Qm 
M-
TT p.u. degree .\I\V .\IVAR .\I\V .M\AR 
9.3 1.0000 10.25 100.-10 73.20 900.00 -103.86 
10-1 1.0000 23.18 .30.20 7.60 2000.00 -172.77 
105 1.0070 6.77 96.00 167.-10 1620.00 -101.76 
106 1.0050 6.81 6-1.00 16.00 1080.00 219.20 
110 1.0000 11.22 100.40 73.20 900.00 5-19.76 
111 1.0000 17.02 60.-10 1166.00 2000.00 598.58 
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Tabic 7.3 Critical inertial mode: base case I 
-Mode # Eigenvalue l//o| n 12 
95 (96) -0.06906±j2.04S59 1.92363 6.S1136 0.51444 
|/yo| : absolute value i j { t )  at / = /q (O.lOSs) 
/I : nutiliiiear interaction inde.x 
I'l : nonlinearity index 
riie linear participation factors are used to identify all control modes in the system. 
1 lie results show that most of the low-frequency modes and all the real eigenvalues are 
control modes (Table 7.-1 and Table 7.5). 
Table 7.4 Low frequenc\' control modes: base case I 
.Mode # Eigenvalue l/yol /I 11 
99 (100) -0.71S90±j0.90935 10.01951 6-61267 0.24763 
101 (102) -0.44597±j0.63120 1.06S14 0.62425 0.06747 
103 (104) -0.38095±j0.5S342 0.610S9 0.35147 0.00209 
107 (lOS) -0.2942S±j0.40345 0.0S391 0.27560 0.52S90 
105 (106) -0.27072±j0.46555 0.02743 1.06620 0.03551 
109 (110) -0.23039±j0.36677 0.01106 0.5S369 0.05SS8 
7.3 Scenario I: Varying the Active Power Generation at Buses 
93 (Gen 1) and 110 (Gen 5) from Base Case I 
A grid of 25 uniformly distributed points is created with both generations at Buses 
!)•{ and 110 varying in a range from 450.\I\\ to ISOOMW. .Since the load level does 
not change, the imbalance of the power is taken by the slack bus 143. Bus 143 is an 
efpiivalerit bus of the e.xternal system and is located far away from the area of interest 
shown in Figure 7.1. The same three-phase fault at Bus 7 is applied to all the operating 
points. The coelficients in (5.1) are obtained by the curve-fitting technique for the 
•il 
Fable < .o Real control modes: base case I 
Mode ^ Eigenvalue |yo| /I [ • >  
122 -6-1.1-1012 28.;}70-18 19.;}7869 o.;}8i;}-5 
129 -101.66;}97 i;}.2;}0i9 28.;}6616 0.2-11;}0 
118 -18.59936 7.96906 2.1606-5 0.1712-5 
116 -2.2-5060 5.-186;} I 6.2.38-16 1.-1791-1 
ll-l -l.66.5i;{ ;}.G65;}2 5.16;} 19 2.-17788 
112 -I.;} 17-19 2.S6098 5.76909 0.-56281 
120 -19.-12752 2.1.5602 0.51-517 0.r2;}96 
119 -19.;} 1291 1.77290 0.;}1691 0.10870 
127 -100.6682-1 1.07201 0.601-5;} 0.-519-};} 
128 -101.10281 0.79.521 1.1-1-196 0.16062 
117 -2.891-1-1 o.;}65;}5 0.1-lS;}-! 7.59298 
12-5 -100.28089 0.;}-1821 0.;}9-102 1.6-568;} 
126 -ioo.;M2;{7 o.;}r292 0.12227 0.;} 1-5-12 
11-} -1.-16099 0.2.5;}0.5 ;}.6;}.529 1.1821.} 
121 -19.606;} 1 0.16;}69 0.-1-50;};} 1.1-19;}9 
115 -1.89802 0.08929 0.i;}290 2.;}00;}0 
I2: i  -6-1.9796;} 0.0-1169 ;}.108;}S 0.8-169.5 
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critical iiierlial mode A<)r, and all A^.. -j-A; — X j .  where mode j  is the critical inertial mode 
or a control mode as listed in Fables 7.-1 and 7.5. and the combination of modes k- and 
/ interacts with mode j strongly in the base case. 
7.3.1 Steady-State Stability Boundary 
r he second order appro.vimation for A.jr, is used to determine the steady-state stability 
i)oundary. On the steady-state stability boundary, the critical inertial models marginally 
stable with Rc(A.jr,) = 0 and the rest modes are stable with .Re(A) < 0. To the left of the 
steady-stiite stability boundary, all eigenvalues have negative real parts, thus the system 
remain steady-state stable in this area. The steady-state stability boundary is shown by 
tlu- solid line in Figure 7.2. The result from the EPRI Small Signal Stability Program 
(SSSP) [-1.}. -1-1] using repeated eigenvalue calculation is also shown in Figure 7.2 by the 
dashed line. Comparing the two lines, we can see that the second-order polynomial 
o2 
- - OV SSS? 
1 
• 2 2 2 4 6 3  
Figure 7.2 Steady-stale stability houiidaiy; scenario I 
a[)proxiinatiori works very well along the steady-state stability boundary and provides 
a conservative result. 
7.3.2 Resonance and Near-Resonance Regions 
The re.sonance and near-resonance regions are obtained in parameter space using the 
procedtn-c detailed in Section 5.2.-J. Three lines of resonance and one near-resonance 
region are oljtained. Two of the resonance lines correspond to the same resonance 
among modes (117. 11."}. 113). and the other one correspond to the resonance among 
modes (11.'}. 99. 100). .-Ml the modes involved in the resonances are control modes. 
1 he near-resonance occurs between mode 99 and the combination of modes 9") and 
lUO. .Mode 9-") is the critical inertial mode, and modes 99 and 100 arc a pair of comple.\' 
conjugate eigenvalues, corresponding to an interacting control mode. In parameter space 
we also superimpose the steady-state and transient stability boundaries on the plot of 
the resonance and near-resonance regions. The transient stability boundary is obtained 
using the EPRI E.vtended Transient-Midterm Stability Program (ETMSP) [lo. -16] by 
coiKliictiiig repeated tinie-doinain simulation over tlie operating region and connecting 
all critically unstable operating points. Figure 7.3 shows that the steady-state stability 
boundary and the transient stability boundary are very close to each other and the 
near-resonance region is located right inside the stability boundaries. 
Figure iSecond-order resonance and near-resonance regions: scenario I 
From Table 7.-5. we see that mode 113 and mode 117 are non-oscillatory modes and 
are not poorly-dam[)ed. So the two resonances are not of much concern to us. However, 
the near-resonance involves the critical inertial mode. Therefore, we will focus on the 
analysis of the near-resonance. 
7.3.3 Study of the Near-Resonance 
The residue vector defined in (5.3) is e.xamined for A.j.^ -f Aioo — The ma.ximal 
component of the residue vector is 0.02S2 for the real part and O.OIOI for the imaginary 
pari. Both the ma.ximal errors occur at the upper right corner of the operating region. 
In the near-resonance region, the ma.ximal error is 0.0011 for the real part and 0.0030 
for the imaginary part and the minimal error is 0.0004 for the real part and 0.0000 for 
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tlu> imaginary part. 
1 he solution to the optimization problem 
IS 
min |Ay5 -|- Ajoo ~ A99I {^P. AP.jr, ] 
IA95 + Aioo — A.jal — 0.01 l-l with 
AP;, = ii7.7s.\/ir. AP-- = c-i7.ii.\/ir 
1 he iniiiimiirn point is chosen for detailed studies (Table <.6). 
Table 7.6 Xear-resonance case: scenario 
(7.1) 
Base Case I .\ear-Resonance Case I 
900 .M\V 1017.7S.\I\V 
900 .M\V ir,47.4L\I\V 
The magnitude of A.jr> + A100 — Ays is cjiiite small in the near-resonance case compared 
to the value in the base case (Table 7.7). 
The actual value of [Ayr, -f- Aioo — Ayyj in the near-resonance case is 0.0117. while 
from the second order appro.ximation. the estimated value is 0.011-1 as shown in (7.1). 
1 herefore. 
L rror.^ fysoiut t :  — IIA95 + Ajoo — Ayyl,,^-,^^/ — [Ayr, -|- Ajoo ~ A 99 
[ '^11 01 rrl 'St lL- f i  — 
10.0117 - 0.01141 = 0.000;} 
I f OF fihsc/hitr. 
|Ayr, -|- Ajoo — A<j9|,,^-,u„/ 
=  2.56% 
X lOO'X. 
Table 7. 1  Check for the second-order resonance condition: scenario I 
Base Case I .\ear-Re.sonance Case I 
Ayo -0.7lS90-fj0.9093o -0.SI037-|-j0.9o976 
Ayr> -0.06906+j2.04So9 -0.01I67-|-jl.91SS9 
AloO -0.7IS90-j0.909:}o -0.S10:}7-j0.9o97C 
|Ayr, -|- A100 — Ayy| 0.24 0.0117 
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I he crior of I lie estimated value from the actual value is within an acceptable range. 
1 he [jrocedure based on the second order approximation is effective in identifying near-
resonance condition in paratneter space. 
7.3.3.1 Normal Form Analysis 
Applying the method of normal forms to the near-resonance case. %ve get the following 
information about the nonlinear interaction among the near-resonance modes as shown 
in Table 7.S. 
Table 7.S .\onlinear interaction indices 
for mode 99: .\-R case I 
|.'y99.o| 11 l'~ 7,999 ''-95.100-9S-0-100.0 
12.09297 2;J.o806S S.72S05 12.01058 
I'nder the near-resonance condition, both the nonlinear interaction inde.x fl and 
nonlinearity index 12 are very large, which implies the highly nonlinear nature of the 
system, l lie states participating most in mode 99 and mode 95 are listed in Table 7.9. 
In both cases, the same three machine states participate strongly in the critical 
inertial mode. Since the three machines are electrically far away from each other, this 
represents an interarea mode. .Also note that, although in the base case the e.xciter 
control slates of four machines participate evenly in mode S)9. the control states related 
to the two machines at which the generations vary become dominant under the near-
resonance condition. 
Table (.9 States participating in the near-resonance 
modes: scenario I 
.Mode ^ Participating States 
Base Case I .\ear-Resonance Case I 
99 2- A'ci.e- A'ci.!- A'go.S A'g-2,5- A'£:2,1 
95 ^'19- ^'20 '^'s- '-^'l9- ^*20 
I he procedure in Section 6.2 is applied to find the macfiine states that are affected 
significantly In- the near-resonance. 1 lie results arc given in Table 7.10. 
.Among all the modes, control mode fl-J has the strongest interaction with the res­
onance modes 99 and 100. Some poorly damped inertia! modes also interact strongly 
with mode ll."}. The effect of the near-resonance is imposed on these inertial modes 
through strong nonlinear modal interaction via mode Il-'{. Mence. the states participat­
ing in these inertial modes could show detrimental behavior during the transients, and 
the elfect of the near-resonance is extended to many electrically separated parts of the 
system. 
Table 7.10 Dominant modal interactions: .\'-R ca.se I 
.Mode j Mode (k.l) h'l'hzijk-oi Participating states 
113 (99.100) 3.279-29 XE2.1.  XE2.5 
15 (li:j.ll;}) -1.95777 
(ii;}.ii;}) 7.421 S3 
•u (113.113) 2-1.75546 ^'13 
s;} (113.113) 5.I4.3SI 
7.3.3.2 Time-Domain Simulation 
fime-domain simulation is used to validate the conclusion drawn from the norm 
form analysis. .Since control states .Vf;2,i. -V£>,>- -^Ez.r^ s^nd are some artificial 
int<>rmediale state variables of the e.xciters. they do not have much physical meaning to 
the o[)erators. Hence we check the effect of the near-resonance by looking at the profile 
of the exciter out[)ut E/.j's (Figure 7.6) and the machine states E'^'a (Figure 7.-1) and 
A'/s (Figine 7.5). which are closely related to those controller states. 
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I hc following features are ol)servefl in Figures i .1 - i .6: 
• The /:,'^'s in the near-resonance case show high peak of oscillation around t = S.o.s 
while the oscillations in base case are well-damped. 
• fi'j,. and Ef,i's have the same feature, while not as marked as that in 
• and E',i- do not sec much difference between the near-resonance case and the 
Ijase case. 
Tlu" observations above coincide with the conclusions drawn from the nonlinear par­
ticipation factors. The participation of Ej.i'a and Xe2^ mode 99 is listed 
in [able 7.11. 
Table 7.11 Participation of states in 
mode 99; X-R case I 
M/C # E f ,  Xe> 
1 1.0.36147 0.015712 0.001059 4.4829 
2 3.292S30 0.069408 0.002294 2.9438 
o 0.99 lOoo 0.009296 0.001S51 5.0051 
6 2.Sol967 0.025069 O.OOOOS5 2.1874 
1 he [jarticipation factors siiow that: 
• Ays [)articipate much more in the near-resonance mode 99 than E,y"s and Ej/s 
do. 
• E'l, and participate more in mode 99 than E'^ and E'l- do. 
• .\lt hough s barely participate in mode 99. the intermediate states of the exciter 
Xfr} contribute much to mode 99. .As a residt. the poorly-damped oscillation also 
shows up slightly in the Ej/s. 
•All states that participate strongly in the critical inertial modes will certainly oscil­
late for relatively long time. Besides, all the states in Table 7.10 are affected by the 
6-1 
iioai-rosoiiance through modal interaction and also exhibit sustained oscillation. It is 
interesting that all these states are rotor speeds rather than rotor angles, which implies 
that the system suffers a frequency deviation problem. 
The time-clomain simulation of the states are shown in Figure 7.7. The figures clearly 
show that the rotor speeds in the near-resonance case are not damped in 10 seconds after 
t h e  f a u l t .  T h e y  d o  n o t  . s e t t l e  d o w n  t o  w i t h i n  ± 0 . 2 / / r  f r o m  t h e  n o m i n a l  v a l u e  6 0 H : .  
I he difference between the near-resonance case and the base case becomes significant in 
the ranu:e of 6 - lOs. O 
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7.4 Scenario II: Varying the Active Power Generation at Buses 
104 (Gen 2) and 111 (Gen 6) jfrom Base Case I 
A grid of 16 viniformly distributed points is created with both generations at Buses 
10 1 and 111 varying in a range from IGOOMW to "iSOOMVW The same three-phase fault 
at Bus 7 is applied to all the operating points. The coefficients in (o.l) are obtained by 
the curve-htting tecfinique for the critical incrtial mode Ay,-, and all 4- A/ — A^. where 
mode J is the critical inert ial mode or a control mode as listed in Tables 7.4 and 7.-5. 
and the combination of modes k and I interacts with mode j strongly in the ba.se case. 
7.4.1 Resonance and Near-Resonance Regions 
Two resonances and one near-resonance are found in parameter space. .Again the 
iu>ar-resonauce occurs among modes (99. 9o. 100). The resonances occur among some 
control modes. (117. 113. 113) and (111. 99. ICQ) respectively. Observing that the 
near-resonance region is a small area in parameter space, we re-apply the curve fitting 
technique to A.)-, 4- Ajoo — Ayy on a grid of 16 points with IGOO.l/U' < < 2000.\/li' 
and j!100.\/ir < P^,-, < 2S00.\/ir. The final results of the near-resonance region and 
resonance curves are shown in Figure 7.8. The steady-state stability boundary and 
the transient stability boundary are superimposed on the plot. .Notice that tiie near-
resonance region is located right inside the transient stability boundary, and is further 
away from the steady-state stability boundary. 
For the twfj resonances, both mode 11 1 and mode 117 are non-oscillatory modes 
and neither of them is poorly damped. From the analysis in Section 4.2, we know that 
the resonances have little effect on the performance of the system. However, the near-
resonance involves the critical inertial mode. Therefore, we will focus on the analysis of 
the near-resonance. 
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Figure 7.8 Sccorid order resonance and near-resonance regions; scenario II 
7.4.2 Study of the Near-Resonance 
The residue vector defined in (o.3) is e.xarnincd for A95 -f Aioo — Ayy. The nia.ximal 
error is O.OOI-I for the real part and 0.002S for the imaginary part. 
'l lie solution to the optimization problem 
mill IA95 + Aioo ~ A<jy| (AP^g) 
is 
I Ayr, -r Ajoo — Aygj = 0.0-Jbl with (1.2) 
AP;, = -6.62.\/ir. AP;,; = 59 i.o2.\/ir 
The minimum point is chosen for detailed studies (Table 7.12). In the near-resonance 
case, tiie magnitude of Aor, -|- Aioo — Ayy is small compared to the value in the base case 
(Table 7.1.3). 
The actual value of |Ay5 -f- Ajoo — Ayy] in the near-resonance case is O.O-JSo. while 
from the sccorid order appro.ximation. the estimated value is 0.03S1 as shown in (7.2). 
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Tabic 7.12 Xear-resonancc case: scenario II 
Base Case I .Near-Resonance Case II 
2000.\ I \V I99;5.;}8.\l\v 
p,. 2000 .\ IU' 2.594.o2.\I\V 
Table / .I.'J Check for the second-orcler resonance condition: scenario II 
Base Case Near-Resonance Case II 
-0.7lS90-f-j0.909;}o -0.8I706+j0.9891I 
-0.06906-i-j2.04So9 -0.03789-fj 1.97128 
AloO -0.7lS90-j0.909:r) -0.8l706-j0.98911 
!A<j5 -F AIOO ~ 0.24 0.0385 
There fore. 
— IIA95 + Aioo — + -^loo ~ 
/l  / /  Ot rfrlattvf: 
|0.0:iSo - O.O.iS 11 = 0.0004 
El t OT ii^solutf: 
lAgr, -r A[00 — Aoola^-iu^/ 
= l.047i 
X 1009( 
I he error of the estimated value from the actual value is very small. The procedure based 
on the second order appro.ximation is effective in identifying near-resonance condition in 
parameter space. 
7.4.2.1 Normal Form Analysis 
I he ccjniplete normal form analysis is performed for the near-resonance case. The 
nonlinear interaction between mode 99 and the combination of modes 9-5 and 100 are 
very high in the near-resonance case (Table 7.14). The states participating most in mode 
9?) and mode 95 are listed in Table 7.lo. 
In the ba.se case the controller states of machines 1. 2. o and 6 participate evenly in 
mode 99. while in the near-resonance case, the participation of the controller states of 
machines 2 and 6 becomes dominant. 
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Table i.l t Nonlinear interaction indices 
for mode 99; X-R case II 
l^/i yo.ol II 12 00.0 
11.99629 17.722S2 -5.67465 6.08621 
Table (.1-5 .States participating in the near-resonance 
modes: scenario II 
.Mode ^ Participating .States 
Base Case I Case II 
99 
95 
-Vti.G. XE2.1- -V£>.5 XE2.2- -VE-2.6 
'^'s- ^'20- ~'.S- ~"19 
The procedure in .Section 6.2 is applied to determine the dominant nonlinear modal 
interactions under the near-resonance condition. Control mode 11-1 has very high non­
linear interaction with modes 99 and 100. Some poorly damped inertial modes interact 
highly with the combination of the critical inertial mode 95 and mode 11-1. The near-
resonance affects the inertial modes through nonlinear modal interaction via mode 11-1. 
I he impact of the near-resonance spreads to a wide portion of the system. 
Table 7.16 Dominant modal interactions: .\-R case II 
-Moclej Mode (k.l) /'2^.;roA.-Co/ participating states 
11-1 (99.100) 3.73716 Xe2.2- -V£:2.6 
3 (9.5.11-1) 7.6104S '^7 
11 (11-1.11-1) 5.47779 ^'l-l 
33 (95.11-1) 12.58-58-1 I 
-11 (95.11-1) 65.1-3-135 <^ *13 
In I able 7.10. the poorly damped inertial modes interact with only mode 113. which 
interacts with mode 99. However, in Table 7.16 the inertial modes interact not only 
with mode 11-1 but also with the critical and resonant inertial mode 95 itself. Mode 95 
plays a more important role in this near-resonance case. 
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7.4.2.2 Time-Domain Simulation 
1 ho tinie-cloniain simulation of the states listed in Table 7.lo and 7.16 is shown below 
in Fimui* 7.9 - 7.11. .Again, the time-domain response of the machine states E.^'s and 
h'f i's are plotted instead of tlie intermediate controller states .Virj.i. \e2:2- ^.nd 
1 he time-domain sinuilation is quite similar to what we obtained for scenario I. The 
following features are observed in the near-resonance ca.se: 
• The rlifference between the near-resonance case and the base case is more significant 
for than 
• A high peak of oscillation shows up in E,^"s around t = S.O^. The oscillation is 
damped in the second swing, then becomes high in the third swing. 
• .All the states participating in the dominant modal interactions are poorly damped. 
The deviation of the rotor speeds is beyond the acceptable range. 
• The machines identified by the participation factors belong to different areas. 
.A little more disturbance to the near-resonance operating condition will cause the 
system to be unstable. To sec this, we increase P.j> in the near-resonance case by 
( lO.MW). The simulation results are shown in Figure 7.12 
.All the machine states in Figure <.12 show growing oscillations. To judge the stal)ility 
of I lie system by a numerical method, we liave to examine all angle plots which is not a 
trivial work for a large .system. However, the normal form analysis can provide insight 
into the overall structure of the system and tells where the danger e.xists. 
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7.5 Normal Form Analysis at Nominal Operating Point; Base 
Case II 
I he [)ouer flow data for the six buses where the generators are modeled by the two-
axis model are shown in Table 7.17. The complete power flow bus data can be found in 
.Appeiifli.x 13. 
.\ three-phase stub fault is applied at Bus 7 and cleared at 0. lOS second. .Among all 
the [)oorl_\" damped inertial modes, mode 9-5 is the one with the highest |yo| and /I. thus 
it is ifleiitified as the critical inertial mode (.See Table 7. IS). 
The linear participation factors show that most of the low-frequency modes and all 
real eigenvalues are control modes (See Table 7.19 and Table 7.20). 
Fable 7.1( Power flow data for the six buses: base case II 
Bus 
M. TT 
|V1 
p.u. 
ang(\') 
degree 
^ lo'l 'J 
.M\V 
C? U>n'.{ 
.\I\AR 
P,.n 
.\I\V 
Qgcn 
MVAR 
9:} 1.0000 ;55.81 100.40 73.20 1100.00 502.69 
lO-l 1.0045 43.09 30.20 7.60 1800.00 500.00 
105 1.0070 26.99 96.00 167.40 1620.00 437.82 
106 1.0050 27.02 64.00 16.00 1080.00 245.62 
110 1.0000 .37.51 100.40 73.20 1100.00 647.87 
111 1.0000 .36.18 60.40 1166.00 1800.00 667.85 
Table (.18 Critical inertial mode: base ca.se II 
.Mode Eigenvalue |/yo| II 12 
9-5 (96) -0.06709±j2.0 l218 2.206.51 6.00577 2.59025 
7.6 Scenario III: Varying the Active Power Generation at Buses 
104 (Gen 2) and 111 (Gen 6) from Base Case II 
.\ grid of 25 uniformly distributed points is created with both generations at Buses 
10 1 and 111 varying in a range from 1600.\I\V to 2400M\V'. The same three-phase fault 
at Bus 7 is a[)plied to all the operating points. The coefficients in (5.1) are obtained by 
tiie curve-fitting techniciue for the critical inertial mode A95 and all -f A; — \j. where 
mode j is the critical inertial mode or a control mode as listed in Tables 7.19 and 7.20. 
and the combination of modes k and / interacts with mode j strongly in the base case. 
Table 7.19 Low frequency control modes: base case II 
-Mode # Eigenvalue IVol 11 12 
99 (100) -0.69540±j0.87906 10.61837 14. .22316 4.71697 
101 (102) -0.4340S±j0.63192 1.49272 4. .69483 0.46062 
103 (104) -0.3742 l±j0..56358 0.71831 2. .75920 0.24328 
105 (106) -0.2692 l±j0.46508 0.20348 2. 73913 0.14600 
107 (108) -0.27292±j0.39755 0.16589 2. 53694 0.1.3614 
109 (110) -0.22995±j0..366l7 0.00510 0.98708 0.19407 
Table 7.20 Real control modes: base case II 
Mode 7^ Eigenvalue i//o| 11 12 
123 -6-1.05574 42.40731 24.12178 0.46702 
129 -101.71954 21.76854 17.76242 0.80414 
121 -48.65157 10.20634 1.27079 0.13795 
120 -49.34584 2.63270 1.33507 0.24217 
119 -49.43238 2.60547 4.00585 0.29966 
128 -101.14214 2.00435 29.65248 0.25253 
122 -64.91917 1.88621 21.65003 1.21959 
116 -2.23877 1.30398 6.12377 0.78167 
127 -100.64114 1.10425 0.28568 4.44851 
112 -1.38346 0.64050 2.38700 10.14513 
IM -1.66914 0.50503 3.78699 1.82954 
126 -100.32584 0.42441 0.27968 0.16080 
125 -100.27905 0.37725 0.32618 8.42942 
118 -49.60678 0.20005 4.26394 0.29363 
117 -2.81812 0.09618 1.37261 0.72217 
124 -100.19633 0.03912 0.05918 1.58699 
113 -1.56633 0.01584 0.37097 1.21473 
115 -1.89870 0.00125 0.4S754 0.65839 
7.6.1 Resonance and Near-Resonance Regions 
Only a near-resonance is found. .Again the near-resonance is between mode 99 and 
the combination of modes 95 and 100. .Mode 9o is the critical inertial mode and modes 
!M) and 100 correspond to a pair of conjugate comple.x eigenvalues. Noticing that the 
near-resonance region is a small area in the whole parameter space, the procedure to 
fknermine the near-resonance region is re-applied in a smaller area with ISOO.\/ir < 
p,. < 2ioo.\/n'. 2ioo.\/ir < < 2400.\/ir. 
1 he ncar-resonancc region is shown in Figure? 7.13. The steady-state stability bound­
ary and the transient stability boundciry are also plotted in Figure 7.13. Similar to the 
results in scenario II. the near-resonance region is very close to the transient stability 
boundarv and somewhat further awav from the steadv-state stabilitv boundarv. 
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7.6.2 Study of Near-Resonance 
The residue vector defined in (5-3) is examined for Agr, + Aioo — Ayg. Tlie maximal 
error is 0.000-1 for the real part and 0.0019 for the imaginary part. 
The minimum of |Ao5 4- Aioo — Aggj (is solved as 
I Ago + Aioo ~ = 0.02o/ 
with 
AP-, = 207.99.\/ir. = o02.-1.5.\/n' 
riie minimum point is chosen for detailed studies (Table 7.21). Compared to base 
case II. the value of |A.jr, + Ajoo — -^091 is much smaller in the near-resonance case (Table 
7.22). 
Table 7.21 ear-resonance case: scenario III 
Base Case II .Vear Resonance Ca.sc III 
Pa ISOO.MW" 2007.99.\IVV 
P,^ ISOO.MW 2.302. lo.MW 
lahle / .22 Cheek for the second-order resonance condition: scenario [H 
Base Case Case I 
Ayy -0.695-I0+j0.87906 -0.si019-fj0.9732-l 
Ay .T -0.06709-fj2.0-l2 IS -0.025 13+j 1.9-1190 
A100 -0.695-l0-j0.S7906 -0.si0l9-j0.9732-l 
|Ay.-, + A I (JO ~ Acjejl 0.2919 0.025.S 
I'he aclnal value of |A<jri + Ajoo — A.jy| in the near-resonance case is 0.025S. while from 
the second order approximation, the estimated value is 0.0257. I herefore. 
Error.,i ,suiuu = + Ajoo ~ — |A<j5 -}- Anjo ~ A<j<)| | 
= |0.02oS - 0.02571 = 0.0001 
f  ^I  nnc/ I J Ol — 7T ] T T i ^ 1UO A |'^95 ~r Aloo ~ 
= 0.399^ 
riie error of the estimated value from the actual value is very small. 1 he procedure based 
on the second order approximation is effective in identifying near-resonance condition in 
parameter space. 
7.6.2.1 Normal Form Analysis 
riie complete normal form analysis is conducted for the near-resonance ca.se. The 
nonlinear interaction between mode 99 and the combination of modes 95 and ICQ is very 
strong under the near-resonance condition (Table 7.23). 
Table 7.23 Nonlinear interaction indices 
for mode 99: .\-R case III 
|i/'J9.o| II 12 1,-yM " -9.-,. 100-9^1.0-100.0 
12.12655 22.S67S0 5.90494 11.96415 
SI) 
[ or the lu-ar-resonance case, both the nonlinear interaction index /I and nonlinearity 
index I'l arc very large, which implies the highly noidinear nature of the system.The 
states that participate in the near-resonant modes are shown in Table 7.24. 
riu> dominant modal interactions in Table 7.2-") are determined by the procedure 
detailed in .Section 6.2. Control mode 114 has very high nonlinear interaction with modes 
!)!) and 100. .Some poorly damped inertial modes interact highly with tlie critical inertial 
intxle !)') and mode 114. The effect of the near-resonance spreads to a wide range of the 
system through nonlinear modal interaction via mode 114. .-Ml the states participating 
in the inertial modes exhibit detrimental performance following the disturbance. 
fable <.24 States participating in the near-resonance 
modes: X-R case III 
.Mode ^ .Modes and participatin g States: scenario III 
Base C ase II .Near Resonance Case 
99 
-VEJ.I- -^£"2.5 •^£.'2.2-
9o w'fi. W4,'20 
- 1 "J 
able 7.25 Dominant modal interactions: near-resonance case 
.Mode j Mode (k.l) participating states 
114 (99.100) 1.19S4S 
-^£"2.2* -^£"2.fi 
(95.114) 5.6-3721 
(95.114) 3.29007 
41 (95.114) 24.079 IS 
s;j (9-5.114) 1.622-54 
7.6.2.2 Time-Domain Simulation 
riie time-domain simulation of the states listed in Table 7.24 and 7.2-5 is shown below 
in l igure 7.14 - 7.16. .Again, the time-domain response of the machine states and 
AV.y's are plotted instead of the intermediate controller states -Vej.s and 
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I he linie-doinain sinuilation is quite similar to that obtained for scenario I and 11. 
The following features are observed in the near-resonance case: 
• A high [)eak of oscillation shows up in £',^"s and Ef/s around t=S.Os. most marked 
in E'.j s due to their strong participation in the resonant control mode. 
• 1 he oscillation of £^,^"s and £'/^'s is damped in the second swing, then becomes 
high in the third swing. 
• 1 he machine states a;"s are poorly damped. The deviation of the rotor speed is 
beyond the acceptable range. 
• I he machines identified by the participation factors belong to different areas. 
7.7 Comparison of System Structure 
It is interesting to observe that the three scenarios we have studied bear much sitn-
ihirity as well as some difference. The main re^sults from the previous analysis of the 
three scenarios, the two base cases and the three near-resonance cases are summarized 
I)elo\v. 
7.7.1 Cases and Scenarios 
Different cases arc distinguished by the M\V output of generators I. 2. 5 and G. The 
two nominal operating points are shown in Table 7.26. The three scenarios studied are 
illustrated in Table 7.27. 
Table 7.26 Base Ccises 
P ,2 P.. 
Base Case I 900 2000 900 2000 
Base Case II 1100 1800 1100 1800 
Fable 7.27 .Scenarios 
Nominal Operating Point \ arying Parameters 
Scenario I Base Case I P;.- P.5 
Scenario II Base Case I P,2. P,E 
Scenario III Ba.se Case II P, 2 .  P,.^  
I he same near-resonance between control mode 99 and the combination of the critical 
inert ial mode 95 and control mode 100 is found in all three scenarios. One near-resonance 
case in each near-resonance region (see Table 7.28) is studied by complete normal form 
analysis. 
7.7.2 Normal Form Analysis 
I he critical inertial mode 9o is an interarea mode in all the cases. It is largely 
influenced by the rotor speeds of three generators in different parts of the interconnected 
99 
Table 7.2S Xear-resonance cases 
P-n P,. 
XR Case I 1017.7S 2000.00 1.>17.41 2000.00 
XR Case II 900.00 i99;}.;js 900.00 2594.52 
.\'R Case III 1100.00 2007.99 1100.00 2302.45 
s\steni (see Table 7.29). 
('onipariiig the real parts of Ags in the three near-resonance ca.ses. we can see tliat the 
(latn[)ing coeffici«Mit is the smallest in .\'R ('a.se I and greatest in XR Case IH. Therefore. 
.\R Case I is the most stressed case in the linear sense. 
1 he modes obtained from the dominant nonlinear interactions are shown in Table 
7..J0 tog<'tlier with the states participating in them. .Some of the inertial modes are 
common to all near-resonance cases. 
Fable 7.29 .Mode 9o: critical inertial modes 
Eigenvalue Part icipat in g States 
Base Case I -0.06906+j2.04S59 '^S- '^19-
Base Case II -0.06709+j2.0421S 
~'S- '^19-
.\ R Case I -0.01 l67-i-j 1.91889 '^8- '^19- ^"20 
XR Case II -0.0;}7S9+j 1.97128 '^20 
XR Case III -0.0254;}+j 1.94190 
-i-'l9- '^2U 
Table <.."50 .Modes and states affected by the near-resonance 
XR Case I XR Case II XR Case III 
Mode States Mode States Mode States 
99 EU 
113 111 11-1 
I •) w'2t> 11 1 .l 
^21 •5-5 uSt I -J-} ^'21 
41 41 ^",3 4 1 U,'i3 
^•5 ^*15 8-} 15 
100 
7.7.3 Time-domain Simulation 
riic tinu'-tloniaiii simulations in tlie three near-resonance cases exhibit almost the 
same feature: 
• States /:,j"s. closely related to the exciter output, show high peak of oscillation in 
the third swing. 
• .Ml the states participating in the dominant modal interaction are poorly damped. 
.Most of the states are rotor speeds, the oscillation of which directly cause the 
freciuency stability prol>lem in tlie system. 
• riie near-resonance region is located right inside the transient stability boundary. 
.VIso we observe some difference among the cases in time-domain simulation. .\'o-
tic<> that in scenario I. the near-resonance region is close to the steady-state stability 
i)ouiidary. while in the other two scenarios the steady-state stability boundaries are lo­
cated i>eyond the transient stability boundaries and the near-re.sonance regions. Since 
the steady-state stability boundary is determined only by the real part of the critical 
iiiertial mode 95. it is unnecessarily true that the near-resonance region would be close 
to it. However, the transient stability boundary is determined by both the linear and 
nonlinear characteristics of the system, so the near-resonance region, where the non-
linearity dominates, is clo.sely related to the transient stability boundary. The indices 
f . rJ i i i  and [ . r^ iunl in are u.sed to quantify the linear and nonlinear effects in the machine 
stat<'s. thus they provide a way to e.xamine the difference in both linear and nonlinear 
characteristics among various system structures. 
7.7.4 Comparison of the System Structure 
Ha.se ca.se I is adopteti as the reference to compare all other cases. The indices 
[.r j i t i  anfl fx^nonl in are calculated for base case II and near-resonance cases I. II and 
101 
III. First notice that the linear indices L r J i n  are around 1.0 for all the states under 
all operating conditions (Table 7..51). i.e.. the influence of the linear modes on each 
inachiiie state is roughly the same over all parameter spaces. In the linear sense, one 
ran rlistiiiguish cases simply through the damping coefficients and the frequencies of 
the critical modes. Therefore, the linear modal behavior obtained in the y-coordinates 
is suflicieiit to characterize the linear structure of the system without going back to 
machine state space. 
Table 7.-}l Linear participation indices f x J i t j { k )  
stated- Ba.se II .\-R I X-R H .\-R III 
F '  £-.,1 1.2613 1.2528 0.8696 1.0784 
0.8705 0.8288 0.8198 0.8473 
1.3150 1.3257 0.8340 1.0797 
0.S962 0.8918 1.3783 1.0990 
uJ'7 1.0000 1.0001 1.0001 1.0001 
^'ll 1.0000 1.0001 1.0001 1.0001 
0.9994 0.9838 0.9894 0.9898 
1.0059 0.9358 L.0039 0.9589 
Ci"l3 0.9970 1.0066 1.0087 1.0065 
-^'13 1.0070 1.0220 0.9963 1.0042 
1.0066 1.0213 0.9961 1.0039 
riie nonlinear participation inde.x f x _ n o n l i n  differs considerably from case to case as 
shown in lable 7. 'V2. For each state k in the table, the index in ba.se ca.se II is still around 
1.0. which implies that the effect of the nonlinear modal interaction on machine states 
is rougiily the same for the two base cases. For all the four states (£^,^1- Elj,. E'^^) 
related to mofle 99. the indices in the near-resonance cases are very high. Comparing 
the number in each row of Table 7.32 we can see that case III is the one with strongest 
impact of the modal interaction among mode 99 and modes 9o and 100 and case I is the 
weakest. For the other machine states, the bold numbers in the table correspond to the 
dominant modal interaction in Table 7..'30. In general, the impact on the state variables 
is strong when the underlying modal interaction is strong. 
102 
Tabic 7.-{2 nonlinear participation indices I . r j i u u h n { k )  
state k  Ba.se Case II X-R I .\-R II .\'-R III 
E '  
E '  7-J 
0.9649 7.1716 7.9639 8.2514 
0.69-13 5.5047 11.5671 15.6075 
i.oi;3S 7.5057 8.4299 9.7309 
0.7245 5.8761 19.2755 13.1878 
1.2976 1.599;} 3.1604 3.0951 
1.1441 1.56S9 4.3743 1.258:5 
0.S)80l 7.9831 1.0896 1.0872 
1.0724 4.8628 6.0796 4.4451 
1.0459 ;{.0717 4.0900 ;{.;5848 
—'13 1.0026 3.0144 L17SI 3.1717 
0.99:U 3.5972 l.i:i76 3.1225 
In order to show how the linear and nonlinear characteristics of the system changc 
along the paths from the nominal operating points to the near-resonance points, the 
following [)ictiires are drawn. Figure 7.17 illustrates a path from a nominal operating 
point (O) to tlie transient stability boundary through the near-resonance region. Point P 
is a near-resonance point we have studied. .-Vt any point .\ on OP. the Euclidean distance 
to the base case O.A is used for the abscissa. The damping coefficient of the critical mode 
— F?c(A;,-,). the I . r^ ionl in for states E'^,-  Euclidean distance 
from .A. to the transient stability boundary (.\B in Figure 7.17) are plotted on the 
ordinate versus O.-V. —.f?e(A95) is considered as the steady-state stability margin, which 
re[Mcsents the linear structure of the system: Ix- iwnl in 'a show the nonlinearity in the 
s\st('in: and .AB is a measure of the transient stability margin. 
I li(^ three paths from the nominal operating points to the near-resonance points are 
Path I from Base C'a.se I to X-R Case I. Path II from Base Case I to .\-R Case II. and 
Path 111 from Base Case II to X-R case III. One more path. Patii I\' from base case I 
to base case II. is added to show the difference between a path passing a near-resonance 
{joint and a path around the nominal operating point. 
First note that although I x ^ t o n l i n ' a  for states E ' ^ , .  E ' , ^ -  and E'^^ differ in their 
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values, the four curves along any path (Figures 7.18 - 7.20) have the same shape. The 
[K-aks of the curvcs always correspond to the near-resonance point. The nonlinear effect 
accumulates as the operating point moves toward the stability boundary. It achieves 
maximum in tlie near-resonance region, then drops sharply. The near-resonance condi­
tion catches the highest nonlinearity in the system and we can use any [x^nunl in of a 
state [)articipatiiig in the resonance mode 99 to characterize the severity of nonlinear 
modal interaction in the machine state space. /.r_//on//n() is used later in Figure 
Figures 7.21 7.2-"} show how the linear critical inertial mode and the nonlinear modal 
interactions contribute to the transient stability of the system. The three near-resonance 
cases we have studied are projected onto the abscissa by dashefl lines in the figures. The 
steady-stale stability margins (Figure 7.21) show that the system becomes more and 
more stressed as the operating point moves toward the stability boundary. .Along path 
I. the stability margin drops to zero much c(uicker than along other paths. .At the near-
resonance point I. the steady-state stability margin is very close to zero. .As a result, in 
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scenario I. the ncar-rcsonance region is very close to the steady-state stability boundary. 
In scenario II and III the near-resonance regions are further away from the steady-state 
stability boundary due to tlie fact that the steady-state stability margin changes slowly 
along the paths. 
I he linear and nonlinear characteristics over the parameter space shown by Figures 
7.21 and 7.22 account for the transient stability feature in Figvire 7.23. e can see 
in Figure 7.23 that all tliree near-resonance points are close to the transient stability 
lioundaries. however the underlying causes may be a little different. For scenario I. the 
steady-state stability margin at the near-resonance point is very close to zero. .A mild 
nonlinear effect added on the top of the linear effect makes the system hit its transient 
staijility boundary. For scenario II and III. although the near-resonance operating points 
are not as stressed as it is in scenario I in the linear sense, the nonlinear effects are 
stronger as shown by Figure 7.22. The high nonlinearities have detrimental impact on 
the transient stability. .\s a result, the system loses transient stability shortly after it 
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passes tlie near-resonance operating point in tlie parameter space and before it moves 
across the steady-state stal)ility boundary. 
.Also it is easy to distinguish a path around the nominal operating point from a path 
involving near-resonance point. We can see in Figure (.21 and 7.22 that the curves 
corresponding to the path from base case I to base case II are quite fiat. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
I liis work clevelops an approach to assess tlie clytianiic performance of power systems 
over parameter space. Tlie comple.x transient behavior of stressed power systems is 
analyzed through an analytical tool, the normal forms of vector fields. The significance 
of t his work is that it identifies detrimental performance over operating parameter space 
l)y incor[)orating the nonlinear modal interaction into the linear modal analysis. Thus 
this work greatly improves the understanding of the dynamic performance of the power 
system following a large disturbance, which can not be e.xplained by linear tools. 
I'he results, including theory, analysis, data and observations, in this research lead 
to the following conclusions: 
• 1 he analytic solution of the system dynamical equations obtained via normal form 
transformation provides certain measures of the noidinearity and reveals the sig­
nificance of resonance and near-resonance to the system performance. When the 
poorly damped oscillatory modes resonate, the nonlinear terms in the solution 
tj{t) are large. .A.s a result, the time evolution of the state variables will show large 
amplitudes, and hence possible detrimental behavior. 
• I his work shows that second order resonance and near-resonance could happen 
in real power systems. .Although all the scenarios we have studied end up with 
the analysis of the near-resonance, the analytical solution we have developed for 
the resonant system does provide the basis on wliicli we can simply ignore the 
resonances. 
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• I he [)ro[)osccl numerical metliod to identify resonances and near-resonances in 
parameter space is quite effective. The solution to the minimization problem for­
mulated using second order polynomial approximation does capture the resonance 
or near-resonance operating condition, fiestricting the search for resonances and 
near-resonances to [)oorly damped inertial modes and control modes is appropriate 
an<.l cuts down the computational burden by a large amount. 
• Resonances and near-resonances indicate detrimental l>ehavior in the system through 
proximity to the stal>ihty Ijoundary. .As the transient stability boundary is mainly 
determined l)y the nonlinear characteristics of the system, tlie resonance or near-
resonance regions, where the nonlinear modal interactions are very strong, can be 
used as prediction of the pro.ximity to the unknown transient stability boundary. 
• The inertial modes interacting with the resonant modes contribute to the detri­
mental behavior a.s.sociated with the near-resonance region. It is the state variables 
[:)articipating in these inertial modes that show detrimental behavior. The severity 
of the oscillation is closely related to the participation of the state in the corre-
s[)onding oscillatory mode. 
• I he effect of the nonlinear modal interaction can l^e quantified in the machine state 
s[}ace as an indicator of the nonlincarity e.xisting inherently in the system. The two 
indices developed in this work. fxJin and Ixjionlin. measure the linear impact 
of lineiir modes on state variables and the relative severity of the near-resonance 
in machine state space respectively. 
• I.rJin. together with results from eigen-analysis. determine the linear structure of 
the system. Ix^ionlin provides a way to compare the nordinear structure among 
different ojjerating points. They account for the proximity of the resonance/near-
resonance to the steady-state stability boundary and the transient stability bound­
110 
ary. A separation of the linear and nonlinear characteristics of the system can help 
the determination of an appropriate control strategy. If the system is stressed due 
to linear modal effects, the control strategy should emphasize increasing the damp­
ing coefficients of the critical modes. Otherwise, mitigation of the high nonlinear 
modal interaction should be the main concern of the controller design. 
Based on the e.Kperience of this re.search work, tlie following suggestions arc made 
for future work; 
• In order to determine the resonance and near-resonance regions, the eigenvalues of 
the Jacobiaii matri.x have to be calculatcd at many pre-selected operating points. 
For a large system, calculating all eigenvalues is burdensome. .Since we can restrict 
the search for resonance and near-resonance to a small number of the eigenvalues, 
the technique to find a subset of the eigenvalues could be incorporated into this 
work. 
• In this work, we choose the generation as varying parameters. However, the 
method can be applied to study the behavior of the system in any parameter 
space. Parameters, such as the load variations, and tie-line power flow, may be 
quite interesting to system operators. 
• I he analysis so far is clone to analyze the dynamic performance of the system 
following a specific fault. Since the system is subjected to a wide variety of distur­
bances. an approach to take into account all kinds of fault scenarios with different 
possibilities is needed. 
• We have found that the high nonlinear modal interaction among the poorly damped 
inertial modes and control modes has adverse impact on system dynamic perfor­
mance. It would be interesting to know whether certain nonlinear modal interac­
tions improve the transient stability in sonic real power systems. 
I l l  
APPENDIX A DYNAMIC DATA FOR THE TEST 
SYSTEM 
Table A.l oO-generator system machine data 
Machine Bus TT H(s) x , i {pa )  J - ^pn )  xa (pu )  s . , (pu )  . v i i pu )  -,^(.s) r (.s) 
1 93 115.04 0.0240 
2 10-1 73. S5 0.0122 
3 lOo 84.39 0.0208 
-1 106 56.26 0.0312 
5 110 115.05 0.0240 
G 111 73.85 0.0122 
1 GO 1.41 0.4769 
8 G7 52.18 0.0213 
9 79 G.65 0.1292 
10 SO 1.29 0.6648 
11 S2 2.12 0.5291 
12 S9 20.56 0.0585 
13 90 0.76 1.6000 
11 91 1.68 0.3718 
l.-j 94 17.34 0.0839 
IG 95 5.47 0.1619 
17 96 2.12 0.4824 
IS 97 5.49 0.2125 
19 9S 13-96 0.0795 
20 99 17.11 0.1146 
21 100 7.56 0.1386 
0.036-55 0.09842 0.09673 0.01237 8.50 1.24 
0.01440 0.10160 0.09820 0.00810 10.00 1.50 
0.03149 0.11440 0.10920 0.01102 6.61 1.50 
0.04720 0.17165 0.16377 0.01653 6.61 1.50 
0.03655 0.09842 0.09673 0.01237 8.50 1.24 
0.01440 0.10160 0.09820 0.00810 10.00 1.50 
1 1 2  
Table A.l (Continued) 
Machine # FBtis # H(s) xjj)n) .r,,(/;») x.^jpu) •r,,(/j») Jrijpu) TiJs) 
22 101 12.28 0.0924 
23 102 78.-1-1 O
 
b
 
21 103 8.1C 0.1063 
25 108 30.13 0.0248 
2G 109 2.6G 0.2029 
27 112 12.28 0.0924 
28 115 97.33 0.0024 
29 116 105..50 0.0022 
;}() 117 102.16 0.0017 
31 118 162.7-1 0.0014 
32 119 3-18.22 0.0002 
33 121 116.5-1 0.0017 
31 122 39.2-1 0.00S9 
35 12-1 116.86 0.0017 
3G 128 503.87 0.0001 
37 130 230.90 O.OOlO 
38 131 1101.72 0.0001 
3!) 132 120..35 0.0016 
10 13-1 802.12 0.0003 
11 135 232.63 0.0008 
-12 I3G 2018.17 0.0001 
13 137 -169..32 0.0004 
-1-1 139 2210.20 0.0001 
15 1-10 899.19 0.0003 
IG 1-11 1-174.22 0.0001 
-17 1-12 950.80 0.0003 
-18 1-13 204.30 0.0023 
1!) 1-1-1 413.22 0.0004 
50 1-15 518.08 0.0018 
l i ; {  
APPENDIX B POWER FLOW DATA FOR THE TEST 
SYSTEM 
Fable B.l Power flow oO-generator bus data: base case I 
Bus i v i  ang(\') C? load  P : j rn  Q  jKn  
M.  
r r  p.u. degree .\I\V MWVR M\V .\I\ AR 
9 ; }  1.0000 10.25 100.-10 73.20 900.00 403.86 
lO-l 1.0000 2:}. IS 30.20 7.60 2000.00 472.77 
lOo 1.0070 6.77 96.00 167.40 1620.00 -101.76 
106 l.OOoO 6.81 64.00 16.00 1080.00 219.20 
110 1.0000 11.22 100.40 73.20 900.00 549.76 
111 1.0000 17.02 60.40 1166.00 2000.00 598.58 
60 2.0000 l.l-t 0.02 0.00 0.00 51.00 
67 2.0000 1.09 2.15 0.00 0.00 1486.00 
79 1.0520 -1.10 9.10 3.00 250.20 -17.12 
SO 1.0690 0.09 17.10 5.00 47.00 -14.59 
82 0.9750 -10.13 2.10 1.10 70.00 18.22 
89 1.0660 1;}.;}1 0.60 0.20 673.00 139.24 
90 0.9.500 
o
 
1 4.60 1.50 22.00 -4.03 
91 1.0000 -O.-I-l 0.00 0.00 64.00 0.42 
9-1 1.0200 5.67 15.40 7.60 300.00 17.09 
95 0.9200 2:}.;}9 6.70 2.20 131.00 8.10 
96 1.0000 0.40 0.00 0.00 60.00 21.62 
97 0.9670 3.61 0.00 0.00 140.00 45.68 
98 0.9700 1-1.89 0.00 0.00 426.00 -29.80 
99 1.0000 12.70 10.46 5.23 200.00 -4.64 
100 1.01-10 10.31 0.00 0.00 170.00 60.16 
r r  
ToT 
102 
103 
IDS 
109 
112 
1 lo 
116 
117 
118 
119 
121 
122 
12-1 
128 
130 
131 
132 
131 
13.-) 
136 
137 
l-IO 
1 12 
113 
1 1 !  
l-lo 
141 
139 
Table B.l (Continued) 
p.u. 
arig(\') 
degree 
Plu't'i 
M\V 
l u r t ' I  
M\'AR 
Pj.n 
M\\* 
Q j r r i  
\ IV . \R  
1.0390 
1.0190 
1.0000 
1.0140 
0.9 loO 
1.0370 
1.0490 
1.0430 
1.0300 
1.0100 
2.0000 
1.0460 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0250 
1.0570 
1.0420 
1.0420 
1.0440 
2.0000 
1.0830 
1.0640 
1.0500 
1.1550 
1.0310 
0.9970 
1.0520 
1.0530 
1.0400 
3.47 
0.58 
11.13 
-6.27 
-9.90 
3.30 
-12.82 
-13.16 
-10.8-5 
-13.78 
1.01 
-13.52 
3.75 
5.59 
-34.64 
-47.89 
-20.80 
-3.08 
-9.60 
1 . 1 1  
6.01 
-72.21 
-25.59 
-7.82 
-10.17 
-5.67 
5.02 
-6.90 
-9.96 
17.80 
37.60 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
18.60 
683.50 
792.60 
485.30 
651.90 
-54.96 
237.70 
29.20 
94.10 
4075.00 
4328.00 
21840.00 
491.90 
22309.00 
30.78 
52951.00 
12946.00 
24775.00 
17737.00 
4672.00 
9602.00 
9173.00 
32799.00 
57718.00 
4.50 
9.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
4.60 
184.70 
315..50 
71.40 
328.40 
2094.00 
-17.30 
7.00 
780.30 
703.50 
944.30 
4320.00 
110.20 
7402.00 
4298.00 
13.5.52.00 
2608.00 
6676.00 
3934.00 
1709.00 
2203.00 
1555.00 
11.361.00 
13936.00 
310.90 
2040.00 
135.00 
800.00 
52.00 
300.00 
2493.00 
2713.00 
2627.00 
4220.00 
3774.00 
2997.00 
1009.00 
3005.00 
12963.00 
5937.00 
28300.00 
3095.00 
20626.00 
1264.00 
519.50.00 
12068.00 
23123.00 
24449.00 
.5254.00 
11.397.00 
13698.95 
37911.00 
.56834.00 
1.53.04 
512.78 
5.66 
87.83 
-14.92 
144.46 
129.70 
634.-12 
285.52 
684.37 
89.54.00 
-71.34 
188.-17 
608.89 
2640.52 
1803.41 
7373.23 
646.32 
7363.40 
-5982.00 
14-143.97 
-3449.77 
6709.94 
-5474.94 
2172.-56 
2682.47 
2834.81 
11606.94 
1-5823.51 
l l o  
Fable B.2 Power flow -oO-generator bus data: base ca.se [I 
Bus l^'l ang(V) Qload  
j j -
r r  p.u. degree M\V .M\AR M\V M\ AR 
93 13.0800 100.40 73.20 1100.00 426.57 18..50 
101 1.0000 20.91 30.20 7.60 1800.00 409.97 
lOo 1.0070 7.0-5 96.00 167.40 1620.00 399.26 
lOG 1.00.50 7.08 6-1.00 16.00 1080.00 217.3.5 
110 14.-1700 100.40 73.20 1100.00 576.65 1S..50 
111 1.0000 1.5.11 60.40 1166.00 ISOO.OO .538.60 
60 2.0000 1.14 0.26 0.00 0.00 .51.00 
67 2.0000 1.09 1.88 0.00 0.00 1486.00 
79 1.0.520 -0.7.5 9.10 3.00 2.50.20 -17.2.5 
SO 1.0690 0.43 17.10 o.OO 47.00 -14-.57 
S2 
o
 
d
 -9.9.5 2.10 1.10 70.00 18.27 
89 1.0660 13.72 0.60 0.20 673.00 1.39.1.5 
90 0.9.500 -0.08 4.60 1.50 22.00 -4.04 
91 1.0000 -0.23 0.00 0.00 6-1.00 0.49 
94 1.0200 .5.91 1.5.40 7.60 300.00 17.00 
9.0 0.9200 23.52 6.70 2.20 131.00 8.01 
96 1.0000 0.67 0.00 0.00 60.00 21..58 
97 0.9670 3..34 0.00 0.00 140.00 4.5.38 
98 0.9700 15.30 0.00 0.00 426.00 -29.70 
99 1.0000 1.5.01 10.46 -5.23 200-00 -2-01 
100 1.0140 10.7-5 0.00 0.00 170.00 60.1.5 
101 1.0390 3.71 17.80 4.50 310.90 151.-56 
102 1.0190 0.-50 37.60 9.20 2040.00 -510.40 
10.3 1.0000 11.-54 0.00 0.00 1-3-5.00 5.6-5 
108 1.0140 -6.17 0.00 0.00 800.00 88.63 
109 0.91.50 -9.72 0.00 0.00 -52.00 -14.89 
112 1.0370 3.-54 18.60 4.60 300.00 142.99 
ll.^j 1.0490 -12.86 683.50 184.70 2493.00 129.91 
116 1.04.30 -13.22 792.60 315.50 2713.00 634.3-5 
117 1.0300 -10.92 48.5.30 71.40 2627.00 283.64 
118 1.0100 -13.84 6.51.90 328.40 4220.00 683.6-1 
119 2.0000 1.01 -5.5.02 2094.00 3774.00 89-54.00 
M .  
"nrr 
12-2 
124 
128 
130 
131 
132 
134 
13o 
136 
137 
140 
142 
143 
144 
145 
141 
139 
116 
Table B.2 (Continued) 
|V| 
p.u .  
ang(\') 
degree 
Ptoad 
M\V 
Qloa l  
MVAR 
Pj .n  Q  jnn  
M\V MVAR 
2997.00 -70.20 
1009.00 187.07 
3005.00 603.64 
12963.00 2640.44 
5937.00 1803.46 
28300.00 7373.17 
3095.00 645.29 
20626.00 7363.96 
1264.00 5982.00 
51950.00 0.69 
12068.00 3449.79 
23123.00 6709.95 
24449.00 5475.08 
5254.00 2172.08 
11397.00 2682.46 
13704.98 2836.96 
37911.00 0.98 
56834.00 0.87 
1.0460 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0250 
1.0570 
1.0420 
1.0420 
1.0440 
2.0000 
1.0830 
1.0640 
1.0500 
1.1550 
1.0310 
0.9970 
1.0520 
1.0530 
1.0400 
-13.55 
3.58 
5.35 
-34.70 
-47.95 
-20.86 
-3.16 
-9.62 
l . l l  
5.99 
-72.22 
-25.60 
-7.86 
-10.23 
-5.72 
5.02 
-6.94 
-9.97 
237.70 
29.20 
94.10 
4075.00 
4328.00 
21840.00 
491.90 
22309.00 
30.77 
52951.00 
12946.00 
24775.00 
17737.00 
4672.00 
9602.00 
9173.00 
32799.00 
57718.00 
-17.30 
7.00 
780.30 
703.50 
944.30 
4320.00 
110.20 
7402.00 
4298.00 
13552.00 
2608.00 
6676.00 
3934.00 
1709.00 
2203.00 
1555.00 
11361.00 
13936.00 
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